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"ACK TO THE &UTURE !PPLYING THE #OLLATERAL "ARS OF
3ECTION  OF THE $ODD&RANK !CT TO 0REVIOUS "AD
!CTS
 
INTRODUCTION 
/N 4HURSDAY *ULY   #ONGRESS PASSED THE $ODD&RANK 7ALL 3TREET 2EFORM
AND #ONSUMER 0ROTECTION !CT h$ODD&RANKv	 3IX DAYS LATER 0RESIDENT /BAMA
SIGNED $ODD&RANK INTO LAW $ODD&RANK CONTAINED THE MOST SWEEPING CHANGE IN
THE LEGAL AND REGULATORY LANDSCAPE OF THE !MERICAN FINANCIAL MARKETS SINCE THE 'REAT
$EPRESSION !MONG THE MANY FORMIDABLE WEAPONS ACQUIRED BY THE 3ECURITIES AND
%XCHANGE #OMMISSION h#OMMISSIONv	 IN THE NEW LEGISLATION $ODD&RANK GAVE
THE #OMMISSION THE AUTHORITY TO IMPOSE COLLATERAL BARS ON PEOPLE WHO VIOLATED
CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF EXISTING SECURITIES LAWS
Ú  #HAD (OWELL

 *$ 'EORGE -ASON 5NIVERSITY 3CHOOL OF ,AW #LASS OF  ) WOULD LIKE TO THANK 4RACY ,EYBA AND THE
MEMBERS OF THE EDITORIAL STAFF OF THE *OURNAL OF "USINESS  4ECHNOLOGY ,AW FOR THEIR ASSISTANCE IN PREPARING THIS
ARTICLE FOR PUBLICATION
 "RADY $ENNIS &INANCIAL 2EGULATION -OVES INTO .EW %RA 3ENATE 0ASSES ,ANDMARK "ILL IN 4RIUMPH FOR
/BAMA 7!3( 0/34 *ULY   AT !
 (ELENE #OOPER /BAMA 3IGNS A #ONTENTIOUS /VERHAUL OF THE 53 &INANCIAL 3YSTEM .9 4)-%3 *ULY 
 AT "
 "RUCE (ILER  3HARON 2OSE !NALYSIS OF #HANGES TO THE 3ECURITIES AND %XCHANGE #OMMISSIONS
%NFORCEMENT 0OWERS IN THE $ODD&RANK 7ALL 3TREET 2EFORM AND #ONSUMER 0ROTECTION !CT  3%# 2%'  , 2%0
".!	 .O  AT  $EC  	 #OMMR +ATHLEEN , #ASEY 3PEECH BY 3%# #OMMR !DDRESS TO 0RACTISING
,AW )NSTITUTES 3%# 3PEAKS IN  0ROGRAM 3%#  %8#( #/--. AT  &EB  	 HTTPWWWSECGOV
NEWSSPEECHSPCHKLCHTM $AVID - ,YNN 4HE $ODD&RANK !CTS 3PECIALIZED #ORPORATE $ISCLOSURE
5SING THE 3ECURITIES ,AWS TO !DDRESS 0UBLIC 0OLICY )SSUES  * "53  4%#( ,   	
 3EE + &2%$ 3+/53%. !. ).42/$5#4)/. 4/ 4(% 3%# n TH ED 	 PROVIDING A BRIEF HISTORY
AND OVERVIEW OF THE #OMMISSION	 3EE ALSO 2OSE !RCE .OTE 4HE 3%# AND THE %XTENT OF )TS 0OWER TO 3ANCTION !N
!NALYSIS OF 4EICHER V 3ECURITIES AND %XCHANGE #OMMISSION n $ID THE #OURT !PPLY #HEVRON V .ATURAL 2ESOURCES
$EFENSE #OUNCIL TO A -ATTER OF !GENCY )NTERPRETATION  '/,$%. '!4%5 , 2%6  n 	
 $ODD&RANK 7ALL 3TREET 2EFORM AND #ONSUMER 0ROTECTION !CT 0UB , .O  e   3TAT
 n 	 AMENDING %XCHANGE !CT ee B		!	 "C		 AND !C		#		 SEE ALSO
)NVESTMENT !DVISERS !CT e F	 ENACTING THE COLLATERAL BARS PROVISIONS	 ;HEREINAFTER $ODD&RANK !CT=
!EEAN>C< #DAA6I:G6A "6GH ID 0G:K>DJH "69 !8IH
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0RIOR TO THE ENACTMENT OF $ODD&RANK THE #OMMISSION COULD BAR INDIVIDUALS
WHO VIOLATED SECURITIES LAWS FROM ASSOCIATING WITH A REGULATED ENTITY OF THE SAME
TYPE THAT THE PERSON WAS ASSOCIATED WITH AT THE TIME OF THE VIOLATION 5NDER $ODD
&RANK THE #OMMISSION IS AUTHORIZED TO BAR THOSE SAME INDIVIDUALS FROM ASSOCIATING
WITH hA BROKER DEALER INVESTMENT ADVISOR MUNICIPAL SECURITIES DEALER MUNICIPAL
ADVISOR TRANSFER AGENT OR NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED STATISTICAL RATING ORGANIZATIONv
EFFECTIVELY ELIMINATING THAT INDIVIDUAL FROM WORKING IN THE FIELD OF REGULATED
SECURITIES
)N IMPLEMENTING $ODD&RANKS COLLATERAL BAR PROVISIONS THE #OMMISSION WILL
FACE TWO CHALLENGES THAT WILL LIKELY END UP BEING LITIGATED IN THE FEDERAL COURTS &IRST
THE #OMMISSION WILL FACE THE ISSUE OF WHETHER THESE COLLATERAL BARS CAN BE APPLIED TO
INDIVIDUALS WHO VIOLATED THE SECURITIES LAW BEFORE $ODD&RANK WAS SIGNED INTO LAW
BUT WHOSE CASES ARE STILL ACTIVE OR ARE ABOUT TO BE OPENED 4HE OUTCOME OF THIS
LITIGATION WILL NOT ONLY IMPACT COLLATERAL BARS SPECIFICALLY BUT WILL IMPACT THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF FUTURE SECURITIES LEGISLATION
4HIS ARTICLE WILL ARGUE THAT SECTION  OF $ODD&RANK CAN BE SUCCESSFULLY APPLIED
TO SECURITIES VIOLATIONS THAT OCCURRED PRIOR TO $ODD&RANK BEING SIGNED INTO LAW
3ECOND THE #OMMISSION MUST
DEVELOP STANDARDS FOR IMPLEMENTING THESE COLLATERAL BARS TO SATISFY THE FEDERAL
COURTS

4HIS ARTICLE WILL FURTHER EXAMINE STANDARDS FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SECTION S
COLLATERAL BARS THAT WILL SURVIVE THE SCRUTINY OF FEDERAL COURTS 0ART ) DEFINES
COLLATERAL BARS AND DISCUSSES THEIR DEVELOPMENT BY THE #OMMISSION THE FEDERAL
COURTS RESPONSE AND THE $ODD&RANK LEGISLATION GRANTING THE #OMMISSION EXPLICIT
AUTHORITY TO USE THESE BARS AS A REMEDY FOR VIOLATING SECURITIES LAW 0ART ))
EXAMINES WHETHER THESE COLLATERAL BARS CAN BE APPLIED TO VIOLATIONS THAT OCCURRED
PRIOR TO THE PASSAGE OF $ODD&RANK 3ECTION  OF $ODD&RANK CAN BE SO APPLIED
BECAUSE IT QUALIFIES AS THE TYPE OF PROSPECTIVE RELIEF AUTHORIZED BY THE 3UPREME
#OURT IN ,ANDGRAF V 53) &ILM 0RODUCTS
 (ILER  2OSE SUPRA NOTE  AT 
0ART )) FURTHER EXAMINES TWO DIFFERENT
TYPES OF PROSPECTIVE RELIEF FROM ,ANDGRAF AND ARGUES THAT SECTION  QUALIFIES
 $ODD&RANK !CT e A		
 #OMMISSIONER #ASEY HAS ALREADY EXPRESSED INTEREST IN HOW THE FEDERAL COURTS WILL VIEW THE
#OMMISSIONS AUTHORITY TO IMPLEMENT COLLATERAL BARS IN SUCH A MANNER 3EE #ASEY SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 3EE EG *OHN 7 ,AWTON )NITIAL $ECISION 2ELEASE .O  !,* !PR  	 HTTPSECGOV
LITIGATIONALJDECIDBPMPDF HOLDING THAT COLLATERAL BARS ARE RETROACTIVE AND CANNOT AFFECT PRE$ODD
&RANK CONDUCT	 (OW 3ECTION  IS INTERPRETED WHEN CHALLENGED MAY AFFECT OTHER KINDS OF PROSPECTIVE RELIEF FOR
PASTACTIONS
 3EE INFRA 0ART ))
 3EE INFRA 0ART )))
 3EE INFRA 0ART )
 3EE INFRA 0ART ))
 3EE  53   	 h7HEN THE INTERVENING STATUTE AUTHORIZES OR AFFECTS THE PROPRIETY OF
PROSPECTIVE RELIEF APPLICATION OF THE NEW PROVISION IS NOT RETROACTIVEv	
#=69 (DL:AA
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UNDER BOTH TYPES 0ART )) CONCLUDES WITH AN ANALYSIS OF HOW PROSPECTIVE RELIEF WILL
BE APPLIED TO NEW SECURITIES LEGISLATION 0ART ))) EXAMINES THE STANDARDS THE
#OMMISSION PREVIOUSLY USED TO IMPLEMENT COLLATERAL BARS AND ARGUES THAT THESE
STANDARDS SHOULD SURVIVE THE SCRUTINY OF FEDERAL COURTS IF UTILIZED WHEN
IMPLEMENTING SECTION  COLLATERAL BARS
I. COLLATERAL BARS IN SECURITIES REGULATION18
0ART ) DEFINES COLLATERAL BARS IN THE CONTEXT OF SECURITIES LAW AS CODIFIED BY $ODD
&RANK )T THEN EXPLORES THE PRE$ODD&RANK HISTORY OF THESE COLLATERAL BARS BY FIRST
EXAMINING THE #OMMISSIONS  OPINION )N RE "LINDER
 
 AND THEN EXAMINING
4EICHER V 3%# THE SEMINAL $# #IRCUIT OPINION THAT ENDED COLLATERAL BARS FOR A
DECADE 0ART ) CONCLUDES WITH A BRIEF TEXTUAL ANALYSIS OF SECTION  OF $ODD
&RANK WHICH REINSTATED THE #OMMISSIONS ABILITY TO IMPOSE COLLATERAL BARS
! #OLLATERAL "ARS $EFINED
4HE %NFORCEMENT $IVISION OF THE 3ECURITIES AND %XCHANGE #OMMISSION
h%NFORCEMENTv	 IS TASKED WITH ENFORCING THE FEDERAL SECURITIES LAWS %NFORCEMENT
HAS THE AUTHORITY TO PROVIDE REMEDIAL REMEDIESLIKE INJUNCTIONS AND DISGORGEMENT
OF PROFITS FOR VIOLATIONS OF SECURITIES LAWS AS WELL AS PUNITIVE PENALTIES SUCH AS THE
IMPOSITION OF OFFICER AND DIRECTOR BARS AND FINANCIAL PENALTIES AGAINST INDIVIDUALS
 3EE INFRA 0ART ))! FOR A DISCUSSION OF LIMITED AND PERMISSIVE PROSPECTIVE RELIEF AND INFRA 0ART ))" FOR A
DISCUSSION OF PROSPECTIVE RELIEF IN THE CONTEXT OF SECURITIES LAW
 3EE INFRA NOTES n AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 3EE INFRA 0ART )))
 4HIS ARTICLE WILL DISCUSS COLLATERAL BARS AS REMEDIAL REMEDIES FOR VIOLATING SECURITIES LAW NOT PROCEDURAL
COLLATERAL BARS #OMPARE EG  !- *52 $#ONTEMPT e  	 DISCUSSING THE COLLATERAL BAR RULE AS APPLIED
TO CRIMINAL CONTEMPT PROCEEDINGS	 WITH EG  !- *52 $ *UDGMENTS e  	 DISCUSSING COLLATERAL
ESTOPPEL BARS ALSO KNOWN AS ISSUE PRECLUSION	
  3%#  	
  &D  $# #IR 	
 3EE ID AT n FINDING THE #OMMISSIONS INTERPRETATION ABOUT COLLATERAL BARS UNREASONABLE SO THE
#OMMISSIONS ORDER WAS IN EXCESS OF THE #OMMISSIONS POWERS	
 3EE INFRA 0ART )$
 3EE  #&2 e n 	 DELEGATING AUTHORITIES NECESSARY TO ENFORCE SECURITIES LAWS TO THE
$IRECTOR OF $IVISION OF %NFORCEMENT SUCH AS SUBPOENA AND INVESTIGATION POWERS	 SEE ALSO 0AUL 3 !TKINS 
"RADLEY * "ONDI %VALUATING THE -ISSION ! #RITICAL 2EVIEW OF THE (ISTORY AND %VOLUTION OF THE 3%# %NFORCEMENT
0ROGRAM  &/2$(!- * #/20  &). ,  n 	 PROVIDING A HISTORY OF THE %NFORCEMENT
$IVISION	
 3EE 3ECURITIES %XCHANGE !CT OF   53# e UD		 	 STIPULATING THAT THE #OMMISSION
MAY BRING ACTIONS IN ANY &EDERAL COURT TO ENJOIN PRACTICES WHICH VIOLATE FEDERAL SECURITIES LAW	 )D e UD		
STIPULATING THE #OMMISSION MAY SEEK EQUITABLE RELIEF THAT MAY BE APPROPRIATE OR NECESSARY FOR THE BENEFIT OF
INVESTORS	 SEE ALSO 3%# V &IRST #ITY &IN #ORP ,TD  &D   $# #IR 	 )NDEED APPELLANTS
CONCEDE THAT DISGORGEMENT IS RATHER ROUTINELY ORDERED FOR INSIDER TRADING VIOLATIONS DESPITE A SIMILAR LACK OF
SPECIFIC AUTHORIZATIONS FOR THAT REMEDY UNDER THE SECURITIES LAW	 3EE !TKINS  "ONDI SUPRA NOTE  AT 
DESCRIBING THE POWERS #ONGRESS ALLOCATED TO THE 3%#	
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0RIOR TO $ODD&RANK %NFORCEMENT COULD BAR INDIVIDUALS FROM ASSOCIATING WITH
REGULATED ENTITIES OF THE SAME TYPE WITH WHICH THAT PERSON WAS ASSOCIATED WHEN THAT
INDIVIDUAL VIOLATED THE SECURITIES LAW 7ITH THE PASSAGE OF $ODD&RANK
%NFORCEMENT GAINED THE AUTHORITY TO BAR THOSE SAME INDIVIDUALS NOT ONLY FROM
ASSOCIATING WITH ENTITIES WHERE SECURITIES VIOLATIONS OCCURRED BUT ALSO FROM
ASSOCIATING WITH ANY ENTITY REGULATED BY THE #OMMISSION 4HESE BARS ARE CALLED
hCOLLATERAL BARSv AND THEY INCLUDE BARRING INDIVIDUALS FROM ASSOCIATING WITH A
hBROKER DEALER INVESTMENT ADVISOR MUNICIPAL SECURITIES DEALER MUNICIPAL ADVISOR
TRANSFER AGENT OR NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED STATISTICAL RATING ORGANIZATION .23/	v
%SSENTIALLY THE #OMMISSION IS NOW AUTHORIZED TO PUT AN INDIVIDUAL COMPLETELY OUT
OF THE REGULATED SECURITIES BUSINESS EVEN OUT OF AREAS THAT HAD NOTHING TO DO WITH
THE VIOLATION OF THE SECURITIES LAW FOR WHICH THE INDIVIDUAL WAS CHARGED !LONG
WITH THE ABILITY TO LEVY A COMPLETE BAR THE #OMMISSION CAN ALSO hCENSURE PLACE
LIMITATIONS    OR SUSPENDv INDIVIDUALS ACROSS ALL REGULATED SECURITIES ENTITIES
" )N RE "LINDER AND THE #OMMISSIONS *USTIFICATION FOR )MPOSING #OLLATERAL "ARS
"EFORE $ODD&RANK THE #OMMISSION LACKED A CLEAR STATEMENT OF #ONGRESSIONAL
INTENT THAT IT WAS EMPOWERED TO IMPOSE COLLATERAL BARS 7ITHOUT EXPLICIT INTENT THE
#OMMISSION ATTEMPTED TO FASHION A JUSTIFICATION FOR IMPOSING THESE BARS IN )N RE
"LINDER "LINDER WAS A CASE OF FIRST IMPRESSION FOR THE #OMMISSION CONCERNING
WHETHER IT HAD THE AUTHORITY TO IMPOSE COLLATERAL BARS -EYER "LINDER WAS THE
PRESIDENT OF A BROKERDEALER THAT %NFORCEMENT CHARGED WITH VARIOUS SECURITIES LAW
VIOLATIONS
 3EE 3ECURITIES %XCHANGE !CT  53# e OB		!	 	 BARRING INDIVIDUALS WHO VIOLATED
SECURITIES LAW WHILE ASSOCIATED WITH A BROKER OR DEALER FROM ASSOCIATING WITH A BROKER OR DEALER	 SEE ALSO
3ECURITIES %XCHANGE !CT  53# e OC		 	 BARRING INDIVIDUALS WHO VIOLATED SECURITIES LAW WHILE
ASSOCIATED WITH A MUNICIPAL SECURITIES DEALER FROM ASSOCIATING WITH A MUNICIPAL SECURITIES DEALER	 3ECURITIES
%XCHANGE !CT  53# e QC		#	 	 BARRING INDIVIDUALS WHO VIOLATED SECURITIES LAW WHILE
ASSOCIATED WITH A TRANSFER AGENT FROM ASSOCIATING WITH A TRANSFER AGENT	 )NVESTMENT !DVISERS !CT  53# e
BF	 	 BARRING INDIVIDUALS WHO VIOLATED SECURITIES LAW WHILE ASSOCIATED WITH AN INVESTMENT ADVISER
FROM ASSOCIATING WITH AN INVESTMENT ADVISOR	 3EE ALSO(ILER  2OSE SUPRA NOTE  AT 
!N ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE PERMANENTLY BARRED "LINDER FROM
ASSOCIATING WITH ANY BROKER OR DEALER BUT DECLINED TO BAR HIM FROM ASSOCIATING WITH
 $ODD&RANK !CT e 
 )D
 3EE $AVID "AYLESS  $AVID , +ORNBLAU $ODD&RANK "EEFS UP 3%# AND #&4# %NFORCEMENT *
).6%34-%.4 #/-0,)!.#%  AT n DISCUSSING HOW PREVIOUSLY THE #OMMISSION COULD BAR AN ASSOCIATED
PERSON OF A REGULATED ENTITY ONLY FROM THE TYPE OF BUSINESS THE PERSON WAS IN WHEN THE VIOLATION OCCURRED BUT
NOW THE #OMMISSION CAN APPLY COLLATERAL BAR THAT BARS A PERSON FROM ANY PART OF THE SECURITIES BUSINESS	
 3ECURITIES %XCHANGE !CT  53# e OB		!	   3UPP 	
  3%#   	
 )D AT n N #OMMR (UNT CONCURRING IN PART AND DISSENTING IN PART	
 )D AT 
#=69 (DL:AA
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OTHER ENTITIES REGULATED BY THE #OMMISSION %NFORCEMENT APPEALED THE DECISION TO
THE #OMMISSION
4HE #OMMISSION DETERMINED THAT IT HAD THE AUTHORITY TO IMPOSE COLLATERAL BARS
TO PREVENT WHAT WOULD OTHERWISE BE A REGULATORY GAP
4HE INITIAL QUESTION PRESENTED HERE IS WHETHER WE HAVE THE AUTHORITY UNDER
3ECTION B		 OF THE %XCHANGE !CT TO BAR "LINDER FROM SECURITIES ACTIVITIES
OTHER THAN THOSE ASSOCIATED WITH A BROKERDEALER "ASED ON THAT SECTION AND
OTHER RELATED STATUTORY PROVISIONS GOVERNING THE ADMISSION AND EXCLUSION OF
CERTAIN SECURITIES PROFESSIONALS FROM OTHER ASPECTS OF THE SECURITIES BUSINESS
RELEVANT LEGISLATIVE HISTORY AND THE ANIMATING PURPOSE OF SECURITIES LAWS WE
CONCLUDE THAT WE HAVE SUCH AUTHORITY -OREOVER OUR RECOGNITION OF SUCH
AUTHORITY IS BOTH NECESSARY AND APPROPRIATE TO ENABLE US TO FULFILL OUR
STATUTORY DUTIES TO PROTECT INVESTORS AND MARKETS AND TO AVOID WHAT WOULD
OTHERWISE BE A REGULATORY GAP THAT WE BELIEVE #ONGRESS DID NOT INTEND TO
EXIST
4O JUSTIFY IMPOSING COLLATERAL BARS IN THE ABSENCE OF THE AUTHORITY CLEARLY STATED BY
#ONGRESS IN LEGISLATION THE #OMMISSION LOOKED TO 	 THE STATUTORY PHRASE hPLACE
LIMITATIONSv 	 #ONGRESSIONAL INTENT AND 	 THE UNDERLYING PURPOSE OF THE
SECURITIES LAW 7HILE RECOGNIZING THAT SECTION B		 DID NOT GRANT THE
#OMMISSION EXPLICIT AUTHORITY TO IMPOSE COLLATERAL BARS THE #OMMISSION REASONED
THAT THE PHRASE hPLACE LIMITATIONSv ADDED TO THE SECTION BY #ONGRESS IN  WAS
BROAD ENOUGH TO ALLOW IT TO IMPOSE THE BARS .EXT THE #OMMISSION LOOKED TO THE
LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF SECTION " OF THE %XCHANGE !CT IN WHICH #ONGRESS RECOGNIZED
THAT hPLACE LIMITATIONSv ALLOWS FLEXIBILITY IN FASHIONING REMEDIES !LTHOUGH THE
LEGISLATIVE HISTORY CONCERNED AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION " THAT WAS PASSED TWELVE
YEARS AFTER THE RELEVANT AMENDMENT TO SECTION B		 THE SAME PHRASE WAS
ADDED 4HE #OMMISSION THEREFORE FELT COMFORTABLE APPLYING THE SAME REASONING
TO B		
 )D
&INALLY THE #OMMISSION TURNED TO THE UNDERLYING PURPOSE OF THE
 )D AT 
 )D AT n FOOTNOTE CALL NUMBER OMITTED	 EMPHASIS ADDED	
 )D AT n
 3EE ID AT n NOTING THAT INTERPRETING hPLACE LIMITATIONSv TO AUTHORIZE A COLLATERAL BAR PERMITS THE
#OMMISSION TO COLLAPSE INTO ONE PROCESSING WHAT COULD OTHERWISE TAKE PLACE OVER MULTIPLE PROCEEDINGS	
3ECTION B		 OF THE 3ECURITIES %XCHANGE !CT IS CODIFIED AT  53# e OB		!	 3EE  53# e
OB		!	 	  h   IF THE #OMMISSION FINDS ON THE RECORD AFTER NOTICE AND OPPORTUNITY FOR A HEARING
THAT SUCH CENSURE PLACING OF LIMITATIONS SUSPENSION OR BAR IS IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST    v	 EMPHASIS ADDED	
 "LINDER  3%# AT 
 )D AT 
 3EE ID ACKNOWLEDGING THAT WHILE hPOST HOC LEGISLATIVE HISTORY IS NOT DISPOSITIVE OF #ONGRESS INTENT AT
THE TIME A STATUTE IS ENACTEDv THE #OMMISSION CONCLUDED THAT THE  AMENDMENT OF " WAS DESIGNED TO
AFFECT THAT SECTIONS SANCTIONING AUTHORITY INCLUDING 3ECTION B			 EMPHASIS IN ORIGINAL	
!EEAN>C< #DAA6I:G6A "6GH ID 0G:K>DJH "69 !8IH
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SECURITIES LAW TO MAINTAIN HIGH STANDARDS IN THE SECURITIES INDUSTRY FOR THE PUBLIC
INTEREST 4OWARD THIS END THE #OMMISSION BELIEVED IT HAD THE AUTHORITY TO
CONSTRUE THE SECURITIES LAW FLEXIBLY
0RIOR TO "LINDER THE #OMMISSION IMPOSED COLLATERAL BARS IN SETTLED MATTERS
MEANING THAT THE INDIVIDUALS DID NOT CONTEST THE #OMMISSIONS AUTHORITY TO DO SO
)N "LINDER THIS AUTHORITY WAS CHALLENGED ADMINISTRATIVELY AND THE CHALLENGE GAVE
THE #OMMISSION THE OPPORTUNITY TO LAY OUT ITS CASE FOR IMPOSING COLLATERAL BARS
4WO YEARS LATER THAT AUTHORITY WAS SUCCESSFULLY CHALLENGED IN FEDERAL COURT
# 4EICHER V 3%#
0RIOR TO THE $# #IRCUITS RULING IN 4EICHER V 3%# hTHE #OMMISSION BELIEVED IT
HAD THE AUTHORITY TO IMPOSE COLLATERAL BARS    v 4HE $# #IRCUIT DISAGREED
ISSUING A  RULING THAT COLLATERAL BARS EXCEEDED THE #OMMISSIONS AUTHORITY
6ICTOR 4EICHER WAS AN INVESTMENT ADVISOR AND 2OSS &RANKEL WAS A BROKERDEALER
AND BOTH WERE SUBJECT TO THE FEDERAL SECURITIES LAW ! JURY CONVICTED BOTH MEN OF
CRIMES RELATED TO SECURITIES FRAUD FOR PARTICIPATING IN AN INSIDERTRADING SCHEME
%NFORCEMENT BROUGHT RELATED CIVIL ACTIONS AND EVENTUALLY OBTAINED BARS AGAINST
BOTH MEN BARRING EACH FROM PARTICIPATING IN THE VARIOUS BRANCHES OF THE REGULATED
SECURITIES INDUSTRY 4EICHER AND &RANKEL APPEALED THESE COLLATERAL BARS TO THE $#
#IRCUIT 7HILE 4EICHER LOST HIS APPEAL THE $# #IRCUIT RULED THAT THE COLLATERAL
BARS IMPOSED ON &RANKEL EXCEED THE #OMMISSIONS REGULATORY POWER
)N ITS OPINION THE $# #IRCUIT SPECIFICALLY ADDRESSED THE #OMMISSIONS
ARGUMENTS FOR THE AUTHORITY TO IMPOSE COLLATERAL BARS AS LAID OUT IN "LINDER
 )D AT 
 )D AT 
 3EE #ASEY SUPRA NOTE  SEE ALSO SUPRA NOTE  AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 3EE "LINDER  3%# AT  EXPLAINING THAT THE %NFORCEMENT $IVISION WAS APPEALING THE
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES DECISION TO THE #OMMISSION	 SEE ALSO 4EICHER V 3%#  &D   $#
#IR 	 CITING "LINDER AS THE CASE WHERE THE #OMMISSION INITIATED WAS CLAIMED ABILITY TO IMPOSE COLLATERAL
BARS	
 3EE 4EICHER V 3%#  &D  n $# #IR 	 FINDING THE COLLATERAL BAR IN EXCESS OF
THE #OMMISSIONS POWERS	
  &D  $# #IR 	
 3EE #ASEY SUPRA NOTE  AT  DISCUSSING THE PRE4EICHER HISTORY OF COLLATERAL BARS	 SEE ALSO "LINDER 
3%# AT  CONCLUDING THE #OMMISSION HAS THE POWER TO IMPOSE COLLATERAL BARS	
 4EICHER  &D AT n
 4EICHER AND &RANKEL  3%#   	
 4EICHER  &D AT 
 "RIEF OF THE 3ECURITIES AND %XCHANGE #OMMISSION 2ESPONDENT AT n 4EICHER V 3%#  &D
 $# #IR 	 .O  #ONSOLIDATED WITH 	 3EE 4EICHER  &D AT  EXPLAINING THE
#OMMISSION ISSUED AN ORDER AGAINST BOTH MEN BARRING THEM FROM VARIOUS BRANCHES OF THE SECURITIES INDUSTRY	
 4EICHER  &D AT 
 )D AT n
 )D AT n
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!LTHOUGH THE "LINDER OPINION SUGGESTS THAT THE #OMMISSION BELIEVED IT HAD THE
AUTHORITY TO IMPOSE COLLATERAL BARS ACROSS THE BOARD THE COURT NARROWED "LINDERS
CLAIM TO AUTHORITY AND STILL REJECTED IT
"ECAUSE OF THE #OMMISSIONS REGULATORY hGAPv CLAIM HOWEVER WE INFER THAT
IT IS ONLY SERIOUSLY CLAIMING THAT THE hPLACE LIMITATIONSv POWER ENABLES IT TO
BAR AN OFFENDER FROM A BRANCH OF THE SECURITIES INDUSTRY FROM WHICH IT MIGHT
LATER HAVE EXPLICIT AUTHORITY TO EXCLUDE HIM %VEN THIS CLAIM HOWEVER
TURNS OUT TO CONTRADICT THE WAY IN WHICH #ONGRESS HAS STRUCTURED THE
RELEVANT OCCUPATIONAL LICENSE REGIMES AND RELATED SANCTIONS
)NSTEAD OF COLLATERAL BARS THE $# #IRCUIT HELD THAT THE #OMMISSION MUST BRING A
SECOND SEPARATE ACTION TO BAR AN INDIVIDUAL FROM ASSOCIATING WITH AN ENTITY IN A
FIELD UNRELATED TO THE VIOLATION AND EVEN THEN ONLY AFTER IT COULD hSHOW THE NEXUS
;OF THE SECURITIES LAW VIOLATION= MATCHING THAT BRANCHv 'ENERAL COLLATERAL BARS THE
COURT RULED WERE INTENTIONALLY WITHHELD BY #ONGRESS &URTHERMORE THE COURT
DISMISSED THE #OMMISSIONS ARGUMENT FROM POSTENACTMENT LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
CALLING IT AMBIGUOUS AND FINDING THAT IT FELL SHORT OF THE REASONABLENESS STANDARD
ESTABLISHED IN #HEVRON
4HE 3UPREME #OURT DECLINED TO HEAR THE CASE WHEN THE #OMMISSION APPEALED
THE DECISION !FTER 4EICHER THE #OMMISSION NEITHER CONTESTED THE COLLATERAL BAR
ISSUE IN OTHER CIRCUITS NOR CONTINUED TO IMPOSE ADMINISTRATIVE COLLATERAL BARS 4HE
ENACTMENT OF $ODD&RANK IN  HOWEVER HAS ENABLED THE #OMMISSION TO ONCE
AGAIN OBTAIN THE FORMIDABLE COLLATERAL BAR REMEDY
$ 3ECTION  OF $ODD&RANK
3ECTION  OF $ODD&RANK AUTHORIZES THE #OMMISSION TO IMPOSE COLLATERAL BARS BY
AMENDING LANGUAGE IN FOUR DIFFERENT PLACES OF THE FEDERAL SECURITIES LAWS
 )D AT 
)N EACH OF
THESE AMENDMENTS #ONGRESS ALSO APPEARS TO HAVE GIVEN THE #OMMISSION THE
LATITUDE TO DECIDE HOW BROADLY TO IMPOSE THESE COLLATERAL BARS "ECAUSE OF THE
STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION OF SECTION  THE #OMMISSION SHOULD NOT BE REQUIRED TO
 )D
 )D AT 
 )D 3EE ALSO #HEVRON V .ATURAL 2ES $EF #OUNCIL  53   	 ESTABLISHING THAT COURTS
SHOULD GIVE DEFERENCE TO AN ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCYS INTERPRETATION OF STATUTORY LANGUAGE	
 4EICHER V 3%#  &D   $# #IR 	 CERT DENIED  53  	
 #ASEY SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 $ODD&RANK !CT e  	 3EE ALSO 3EC AND %XCH #OMMN V $AIFOTIS .O #  7(!
 7,  AT 
 .$ #AL 	 ACKNOWLEDGING THAT THE $ODD&RANK !CT PROVIDES NEW REMEDIES
WITH GREATER PENALTIES	
 $ODD&RANK !CT e 
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SEEK A COLLATERAL BAR FOR EVERY REGULATED FIELD LISTED IN THE AMENDMENTS RATHER IT
SHOULD HAVE THE AUTHORITY TO IMPOSE THE SPECIFIC COLLATERAL BARS WHEN APPLICABLE TO A
SPECIFIC FACTUAL SITUATION 4HE #OMMISSION HAS ALREADY EMPLOYED COLLATERAL BARS IN
SETTLE ACTIONS THAT HAVE NOT BEEN LITIGATED IN THE FEDERAL COURTS
3ECTION  AMENDS SECTION B		!	 SECTION " AND SECTION !C		#	
OF THE 3ECURITIES %XCHANGE !CT AND SECTION F	 OF THE )NVESTMENT !DVISERS !CT
;%ACH SECTION= IS AMENDED BY STRIKING h MONTHS OR BAR SUCH PERSON FROM
BEING ASSOCIATED WITH A ;BROKER OR DEALER MUNICIPAL SECURITIES DEALER
TRANSFER AGENT INVESTMENT ADVISER=v AND INSERTING ;A VARIATION OF= h
MONTHS OR BAR ANY SUCH PERSON FROM BEING ASSOCIATED WITH A BROKER DEALER
INVESTMENT ADVISER MUNICIPAL SECURITIES DEALER MUNICIPAL ADVISER TRANSFER
AGENT OR NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED STATISTICAL RATING ORGANIZATIONv
)N EFFECT SECTION  OVERRIDES 4EICHER AND CODIFIES THE #OMMISSIONS AUTHORITY TO
IMPLEMENT THE COLLATERAL BARS IT SOUGHT IN "LINDER #ONGRESSIONAL INTENT IS CLEAR IN
ONE RESPECT IF A BAD ACTOR VIOLATES FEDERAL SECURITIES LAWS THE #OMMISSION CAN BAR
THAT ACTOR ACROSS THE BOARD FROM THE REGULATED SECURITIES INDUSTRY
4HE #OMMISSION WILL FACE THE QUESTION OF WHETHER THE USE OF hORv IN SECTION 
SUGGESTS THAT THE COLLATERAL BARS CAN BE SOUGHT INDIVIDUALLY #OURTS LOOK TO THE
PLAIN MEANING OF THE STATUTE UNLESS THAT MEANING IS ABSURD OR CLEARLY CONTRARY TO
WHAT THE LEGISLATION WAS INTENDED TO ACCOMPLISH #OURTS HAVE CONSISTENTLY READ
hORv AS A DISJUNCTIVE INDICATING DISTINCT ELEMENTS OF A STATUTE
 #ASEY SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 3ECURITIES %XCHANGE !CT OF   53#! e OB		!	 7EST 	 3ECURITIES %XCHANGE !CT OF
  53#! e OC		 7EST 	 3ECURITIES %XCHANGE !CT OF   53#! e QC		#	
7EST 	 )NVESTMENT !DVISERS !CT OF   53#! e BF	 7EST 	
 $ODD&RANK !CT e  4HE AMENDED PROVISION FOR  53# e QC		#	 AND  53# e B
F	 CONTAINS THE SAME LIST OF SECURITIES BUSINESSES BUT IN A DIFFERENT ORDER 3EE EG )NVESTMENT !DVISORS !CT OF
 e BF	 h MONTHS OR BAR ANY SUCH PERSON FROM BEING ASSOCIATED WITH AN INVESTMENT ADVISER BROKER
DEALER MUNICIPAL SECURITIES DEALER MUNICIPAL ADVISOR TRANSFER AGENT OR NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED STATISTICAL RATING
ORGANIZATIONv	 EMPHASIS ADDED	
 3EE "LINDER  3%#   	 CONCLUDING THAT THE #OMMISSION HAS AUTHORITY TO IMPOSE
COLLATERAL BARS AS $ODD&RANK !CT e  CONFIRMS	
 3EE $ODD&RANK !CT e  NOTING THE RANGE OF SECURITIES BUSINESSES WHICH A BAD ACTOR MAY BE BARRED	
 )D
 3EE 5NITED 3TATES V !M 4RUCKING !SSNS )NC  53   	 DIRECTING COURTS TO LOOK TO
THE PLAIN MEANING OF WORDS IN A STATUTE UNLESS THE MEANING LEADS TO hABSURD OR FUTILE RESULTSv IN LIGHT OF THE
PURPOSE OF THE LEGISLATION	 SEE ALSO #ONSUMERS 5NION OF THE 5NITED 3TATES V (EIMANN  &D  
$# #IR 	 ACCORDING INITIAL STATUTORY INTERPRETATION TO THE PLAIN MEANING UNLESS THERE IS EITHER A
hSIGNIFICANT CHANGE IN CIRCUMSTANCES SINCE ENACTMENTv OR AN hUNREASONABLE RESULTv	 ./2-!. * 3).'%2  *$
3(!-")% 3).'%2 ! 354(%2,!.$ 34!454% !.$ 34!454/29 #/.3425#4)/. e  TH ED 	
 3EE 2EITER V 3ONOTONE #ORP  53   	 STATING THAT A DISJUNCTIVE hORv SHOULD BE
CONSTRUED SO THAT EACH PHRASE OF A STATUTE IS GIVEN DIFFERENT MEANINGS	 SEE ALSO -IZRAHI V 'ONZALES  &D
  D #IR 	 INDICATING THAT #ONGRESSS USE OF THE WORD hORv PROVIDED INTENT FOR DIFFERENT STATUTORY
CONSTRUCTIONS	 'UAM )NDUS 3ERVS )NC V 2UMSFELD  & 3UPP D   $ $# 	 CONSTRUING A
STATUTE THAT USES THE DISJUNCTIVE hORv AS INDICATING TWO DISTINCT READINGS	 3EE ALSO  !- *52 $ 3TATUTES e 
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4HE PHRASE AT ISSUE IN SECTION  OF $ODD&RANK IS hOR BAR ANY SUCH PERSON
FROM BEING ASSOCIATED WITH A BROKER DEALER INVESTMENT ADVISOR MUNICIPAL
SECURITIES DEALER MUNICIPAL ADVISOR TRANSFER AGENT OR NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED
STATISTICAL RATING ORGANIZATIONv "ASED ON 3UPREME #OURT DECISIONS REGARDING
STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION AND LOWER COURT DECISIONS DETERMINING HOW TO READ hORv
SECTION  SHOULD BE READ AS PROVIDING DISTINCT COLLATERAL BARS RATHER THAN ONE BAR
THAT INCLUDES ALL OF THE ELEMENTS 4HERE IS ALSO A LINE OF $# #IRCUIT CASES THAT
TOUCHES ON HOW TO INTERPRET COMMAS AND CONJUNCTIONS BUT THESE CASES ARE NOT
APPLICABLE TO SECTION 
)N DETERMINING THE MEANING OF A STATUTE THE 3UPREME #OURT GIVES WORDS THEIR
ORDINARY MEANING 4HE #OURT HAS ALSO DECIDED THAT THE MEANING OF THOSE WORDS
AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE STATUTES SHOULD BE DETERMINED BY THE RULES OF GRAMMAR
"ECAUSE THE hORv AT ISSUE LINKS SEVERAL DIFFERENT BARS IN A SERIES APPLYING THE
ORDINARY MEANING OF hORv MEANS THAT EACH BAR IN SECTION  SHOULD BE CONSIDERED
AS AN INDIVIDUAL BAR 4HE ORDINARY MEANING OF hANDv INDICATES THAT EACH OF THE
ELEMENTS IN A SERIES IS PART OF A WHOLE #ONGRESS CHOSE TO USE hORv AND UNDER THE
ORDINARY MEANING AND RULES OF GRAMMAR THAT hORv SHOULD BE READ TO ESTABLISH
SEVERAL DIFFERENT COLLATERAL BARS 4HE 3UPREME #OURT HAS FURTHER DECIDED THAT
STATUTES CAN BE INTERPRETED AGAINST THEIR LITERAL MEANING WHEN THE WORDS COULD NOT
CONCEIVABLY HAVE BEEN INTENDED TO APPLY TO A PARTICULAR CASE
	 DISCUSSING THAT hORv IS A DISJUNCTIVE PARTICLE INDICATING THAT hVARIOUS MEMBERSv OF A SENTENCE SHOULD BE
READ SEPARATELY	
)T IS LIKELY THAT THE
FEDERAL COURTS COULD FIND IT TO BE CONCEIVABLE THAT SECTION  INTENDED TO ENHANCE
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THESE BARS BY ALLOWING THE #OMMISSION TO APPLY THEM
 $ODD&RANK !CT e  EMPHASIS ADDED	
 3EE !LA %DUC !SSN V #HAO  &D  n $# #IR 	 MAINTAINING THAT EVEN THE COMMA
RULES MUST BE READ IN LIGHT OF CONGRESSIONAL INTENT AND THAT hPATENT AMBIGUITYv MUST BE SETTLED BY ADMINISTRATIVE
INTERPRETATION	 SEE ALSO 5NITED 3TATES V "ARNES  &D   $# #IR 	 OBSERVING THAT LANGUAGE
SET OFF BY A COMMA hREINFORCES THE SEPARATENESSv OF THE ELEMENTS	 5NITED 3TATES V 0RITCHETT  &D  
$# #IR 	 FINDING THAT COMMAS BEFORE CERTAIN PHRASES SEPARATE CLAUSES AND ARE INDICATIVE OF
CONGRESSIONAL INTENT	 4HE $ISTRICT OF #OLUMBIA #IRCUIT HAS ALSO PAID SPECIAL ATTENTION TO CONJUNCTIVE TERMS SUCH
AS hAND ANYv 3EE #HAO  &D AT 
 3EE EG (ARDT V 2ELIANCE 3TANDARD ,IFE )NS #O  3 #T   	 BEGINNING STATUTORY
ANALYSIS BY OBSERVING THE ORDINARY MEANING OF THE STATUTES LANGUAGE	 SEE ALSO  !- *52 $ 3TATUTES e 
	 STATING THAT COURTS ORDINARILY GIVE WORDS IN A STATUTE THEIR hPLAIN AND ORDINARY MEANINGSv	
 3EE EG "LOATE V 5NITED 3TATES  3 #T   	 NOTING THE IMPORTANCE OF FOLLOWING THE
RULES OF GRAMMAR IN STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION	 SEE ALSO5.)& 34!454% !.$ 25,% #/.342 !#4 e  5,! 	
 3EE ./2-!. * 3).'%2  *$ 3(!-")% 3).'%2 ! 354(%2,!.$ 34!454% !.$ 34!454/29
#/.3425#4)/. e  TH ED 	 STATING THAT THE STATUTORY PHRASES CONNECTED BY hANDv ARE INTERPRETED IN
THE CONJUNCTIVE	 SEE ALSO  #*3 3TATUTES e  	 h4HE WORD @AND ORDINARILY IS USED IN A STATUTE AS A
CONJUNCTIVEv	
 $ODD&RANK !CT e  3EE  !- *52 $ 3TATUTES e  	 PROVIDING THE THEORY THAT hORv
INDICATES THAT DIFFERENT ELEMENTS OF A SENTENCE ARE hTO BE TAKEN SEPARATELYv	 SEE ALSO 2ICHARD & #ONKLIN .OTE
7HY h/Rv 2EALLY -EANS h/Rv )N $EFENSE OF THE 0LAIN -EANING OF THE 0RIVATE 3ECURITIES ,ITIGATION 2EFORM !CTS 3AFE
(ARBOR 0ROVISION  "# , 2%6   	 ARGUING FOR THE APPLICATION OF THE PLAIN MEANING OF A
DISJUNCTIVE hORv IN THE 0RIVATE 3ECURITIES ,ITIGATION 2EFORM !CTS SAFE HARBOR PROVISION	
 ,OGAN V 5NITED 3TATES  53   	
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INDIVIDUALLY IN A DISCRETIONARY MANNER )F THE COURTS DECIDE THAT THE LITERAL MEANING
OF hORv ALLOWS THE BARS TO BE APPLIED INDIVIDUALLY THE COURTS SHOULD NOT INTERPRET
AGAINST THAT LITERAL MEANING
3EVERAL LOWER COURTS HAVE DIRECTLY DISCUSSED THE USE OF THE DISJUNCTIVE hORv AND
THE CONJUNCTIVE hANDv 7HEN #ONGRESS WRITES DISJUNCTIVELY THE %LEVENTH #IRCUIT
HAS INTERPRETED THAT WRITING AS INDICATING ALTERNATIVES THAT SHOULD BE CONSIDERED
INDEPENDENTLY 7HEN FACED WITH A DIFFERENT STATUTE CONTAINING THE WORD hORv THE
.INTH #IRCUIT READ THAT STATUTE AS DISJUNCTIVE REQUIRING THE ALTERNATIVES PRESENTED TO
BE TREATED SEPARATELY 4HE $# #IRCUIT HAS SIMILARLY DETERMINED THAT STATUTES
WRITTEN IN THE DISJUNCTIVE SET OUT SEPARATE DISTINCT ALTERNATIVES
4HERE IS ANOTHER LINE OF CASES IN THE $# #IRCUIT THAT DISCUSSES HOW TO INTERPRET
ANTECEDENTS IN STATUTES
"ASED ON THESE AND
OTHER COURT DECISIONS THE hORv IN SECTION  SHOULD BE READ AS A DISJUNCTIVE
CREATING SEVERAL ALTERNATIVE COLLATERAL BARS RATHER THAN ONE ALLINCLUSIVE COLLATERAL BAR
 !N ANTECEDENT IN THESE CASES IS A CONDITIONAL ELEMENT IN A
PROPOSITION )N #HAO THE COURT ATTEMPTED TO DETERMINE WHAT PRECEDING NOUNS THE
PHRASE hIN WHICHv APPLIED TO IN A LABOR STATUTE )N .OFZIGER THE #OURT ATTEMPTED TO
DETERMINE TO WHAT ELEMENTS THE WORD hKNOWINGLYv APPLIED
0ROPERLY INTERPRETING SECTION  OF $ODD&RANK IS PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT
BECAUSE #HEVRON GIVES GREAT WEIGHT TO THE AGENCY INTERPRETATION OF AMBIGUOUS
STATUTES
$ESPITE THE DISCUSSION
OF GRAMMAR INCLUDING COMMAS AND CONJUNCTIONS THESE CASES DO NOT APPLY TO
SECTION  OF $ODD&RANK 4HE RELEVANT PHRASE IN SECTION  DOES NOT LAY OUT A
CONDITIONAL ELEMENT

 3EE 5NITED 3TATES V /NE  2OLLS 2OYCE  &D  n D #IR 	 DISCUSSING HOW THE
APPLICATION OF THE DISJUNCTIVE hORv REQUIRES FIRST REVIEWING THE LANGUAGES CONTEXT TO MAKE A DETERMINATION AS TO
WHETHER IT SHOULD BE TREATED AS A CONJUNCTIVE OR A DISJUNCTIVE	 SEE ALSO 5NITED 3TATES V 3MEATHERS  &D 
 TH #IR 	 RELAYING THE %IGHTH #IRCUITS INTERPRETATION OF hORv AS IDENTIFYING SEPARATE ALTERNATIVES	
5NITED 3TATES V !STOLAS  &D   D #IR 	 PROVIDING THE 3ECOND #IRCUITS INTERPRETATION THAT
hORv SUGGESTS DISJUNCTIVE CRITERIA	 0RICE V 5NITED 3TATES  &D   TH #IR 	 INTERPRETING hANDv
TO BE A CONJUNCTIVE TERM IN STATUTES CITING !CKLEY V 5NITED 3TATES  &   			
4HIS STATUTE HOWEVER IS AMBIGUOUS "ECAUSE OF THE hORv INCLUDED IN THE
SERIES OF POSSIBLE BARS IN SECTION  OF $ODD&RANK THE ORDINARY MEANING OF THE
SECTION IS THAT THE BARS CAN BE APPLIED INDIVIDUALLY "ECAUSE THIS MEANING IS ALSO
CONCEIVABLE THE COURTS WILL MOST LIKELY NOT INTERPRET THE SECTION AGAINST ITS ORDINARY
 2INE V )MAGITAS )NC  &D   TH #IR 	 CITING "ROWN V "UDGET 2ENT!#AR 3YS
)NC  &D   TH #IR 		
 -ORRISON V #OMMR  &D   TH #IR 	
 )N RE %SPY  &D   $# #IR 	 CITING 5NITED 3TATES V "EHNEZHAD  & D  
TH #IR 		
 5NITED 3TATES V 6ILLANUEVA3OTELO  &D   $# #IR 	 !LA %DUC !SSN V #HAO
 &D   $# #IR 	 5NITED 3TATES V .OFZIGER  &D   $# #IR 	
  &D AT 
  &D AT 
 3EE #HEVRON V .ATURAL 2ES $EF #OUNCIL )NC  53   	 PROVIDING THAT DEFERENCE
MUST BE GIVEN TO AN AGENCYS PERMISSIBLE CONSTRUCTION OF A STATUTE IF THE STATUTE IS hSILENT OR AMBIGUOUSv WITH
RESPECT TO AN ISSUE	
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MEANING &URTHERMORE FEDERAL COURTS THAT HAVE INTERPRETED hORv HAVE DECIDED THAT
IT IS DISJUNCTIVE AND THEREFORE THAT hORv INDICATES SEPARATE ELEMENTS
)) #/,,!4%2!, "!23 !3 02/30%#4)6% 2%,)%&
h2ETROACTIVE LAWS ARE ALL THOSE THAT EXPLICITLY REFER TO AND CHANGE THE PAST LEGAL
CONSEQUENCES OF PAST BEHAVIORv !S SUCH THE 3UPREME #OURT HAS RECOGNIZED A
STRONG PRESUMPTION AGAINST RETROACTIVE APPLICATION )N ,ANDGRAF V 53) &ILM
0RODUCTS THE #OURT CONSIDERED WHETHER SECTION  OF THE  #IVIL 2IGHTS !CT
WAS APPLICABLE TO A CASE PENDING APPEAL BEFORE IT WAS ENACTED )N CONSIDERING THIS
CASE THE #OURT PROVIDED GUIDANCE INTO THE RETROACTIVE APPLICATION OF NEW STATUTES TO
CONDUCT AND CASES ARISING BEFORE THE STATUTES WERE ENACTED 4HE #OURT ESTABLISHED
A TWOPART ANALYSIS TO DETERMINE WHETHER A STATUTE WAS IMPERMISSIBLY RETROACTIVE 	
DID #ONGRESS EXPRESS A CLEAR INTENT THAT THE STATUTE BE APPLIED RETROACTIVELY AND IF
NOT 	 DOES THE STATUTE IMPAIR RIGHTS A PARTY HAD WHEN HE ACTED INCREASE LIABILITY FOR
PAST CONDUCT OR IMPOSE NEW DUTIES ON COMPLETED TRANSACTIONS 4HIS ANALYSIS
SHOULD BE GUIDED BY CONSIDERATIONS OF FAIR NOTICE REASONABLE RELIANCE AND SETTLED
EXPECTATIONS /NE TYPE OF STATUTE THAT PASSES THE ANALYSIS WITHOUT A CLEAR
EXPRESSION OF CONGRESSIONAL INTENT IS THE TYPE THAT AUTHORIZES PROPER PROSPECTIVE
RELIEF "ECAUSE SECTION  OF $ODD&RANK DOES NOT CONTAIN A CLEAR EXPRESSION OF
CONGRESSIONAL INTENT THAT IT BE APPLIED RETROACTIVELY IT MUST OFFER PROSPECTIVE RELIEF
TO BE APPLIED TO PAST ACTIONS
 3EE !ZURE V -ORTON  &D   TH #IR 	 h!S A GENERAL RULE THE USE OF A DISJUNCTIVE IN A
STATUTE INDICATES ALTERNATIVES AND REQUIRES THAT THEY BE TREATED SEPARATELYv	 SEE ALSO 1UINDLEN V 0RUDENTIAL )NS
#O OF !M  &D   TH #IR 	 STATING THE GENERAL RULE THAT DISJUNCTIVES REQUIRE ALTERNATIVES TO BE
TREATED SEPARATELY	 3PRINGFIELD V "UCKLES  & 3UPP D   $ $# 	 h#ANNONS OF CONSTRUCTION
ORDINARILY SUGGEST THAT TERMS CONNECTED BY A DISJUNCTIVE BE GIVEN SEPARATE MEANINGS UNLESS CONTEXT DICTATES
OTHERWISE;=v QUOTING 2EITER V 3ONOTONE #ORP  53   			
 $ANIEL % 4ROY 4OWARD A $EFINITION AND #RITIQUE OF 2ETROACTIVITY  !,! , 2%6   	
 3EE ,ANDGRAF V 53) &ILM 0RODS  53   	 ESTABLISHING THAT ADMINISTRATIVE RULES AND
ACTS OF #ONGRESS WILL ORDINARILY hNOT BE CONSTRUED TO HAVE RETROACTIVE EFFECT UNLESS THEIR LANGUAGE REQUIRES THIS
RESULTv QUOTING "OWEN V 'EORGETOWN 5NIV (OSPITAL  53   			
  53  	
 )D AT  3EE ALSO (ARVARD ,AW 2EVIEW !SSN 4HE 3UPREME #OURT  4ERM ,EADING #ASES 
(!26 , 2%6   	 DISCUSSING RETROACTIVE APPLICATION OF STATUTORY LANGUAGE IN ,ANDGRAF	
 ,ANDGRAF  53 AT 
 )D AT 
 ).3 V 3T #YR  53   	 QUOTING -ARTIN V (ADIX  53   		
 3EE ,ANDGRAF  53 AT  STATING THAT h;W=HEN THE INTERVENING STATUTE AUTHORIZES OR AFFECTS THE
PROPRIETY OF PROSPECTIVE RELIEF APPLICATION OF THE NEW PROVISION IS NOT RETROACTIVEv	
 3EE $ODD&RANK !CT e  5NDER ,ANDGRAF NEW LEGISLATION MAY ALSO BE APPLIED IF IT CONFERS OR OUSTS
JURISDICTION ,ANDGRAF  53 AT  3EE 4ROY SUPRA NOTE  AT  FOR A DISCUSSION ON THE DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN PROSPECTIVE AND RETROACTIVE LEGISLATION
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! ,ANDGRAF ,IMITED 0ROSPECTIVE 2ELIEF AND 0ERMISSIVE 0ROSPECTIVE 2ELIEF
)N ,ANDGRAF THE 3UPREME #OURT HELD UP AN INJUNCTION AS AN EXAMPLE OF PROSPECTIVE
RELIEF BECAUSE IT OPERATED IN FUTURO AND BECAUSE THE PLAINTIFF HAD NO VESTED RIGHT IN
THE TRIAL COURTS DECREE )N HIS CONCURRENCE *USTICE 3CALIA REASONED THAT PROSPECTIVE
RELIEF IS NOT RETROACTIVE BECAUSE ITS PURPOSE IS TO hAFFECT THE FUTURE RATHER THAN
REMEDY THE PASTv 5NDER THIS REASONING COLLATERAL BARS ARE ANALOGOUS TO THE
INJUNCTION THAT ,ANDGRAF DISCUSSED BECAUSE THESE BARS OPERATE TO PROTECT THE PUBLIC
IN THE FUTURE BY BARRING A BAD ACTOR FROM WORKING IN THE SECURITIES INDUSTRY THAT THE
INVESTING PUBLIC DEPENDS UPON TO BE REGULATED AND TRANSPARENT )N APPLYING
,ANDGRAF SOME COURTS HAVE LIMITED PROSPECTIVE RELIEF BY CLAIMING THAT IT IS NOT
IMPERMISSIBLY RETROACTIVE ONLY WHEN IT INVOLVES NEW REMEDIES FOR CONDUCT THAT WAS
ALREADY ILLEGAL PRIOR TO THE NEW LEGISLATION /THER COURTS HOLD THAT PROSPECTIVE RELIEF
INCLUDES ALL INJUNCTIONS AND IS NEVER RETROACTIVE 3ECTION  OF $ODD&RANK
SHOULD ACCORDINGLY BE CONSIDERED PROSPECTIVE RELIEF UNDER EITHER LINE OF REASONING
DESPITE THE FACT THAT BOTH OF THESE LINES OF CASES WERE CONCERNED WITH THE APPLICATION
OF THE &EDERAL 4RADEMARK $ILUTION !CT h$ILUTION !CTv	
 #IRCUIT #ITY 3TORES V /FFICE-AX )NC AND ,IMITED 0ROSPECTIVE 2ELIEF
#IRCUIT #ITY 3TORES V /FFICE-AX )NC IS A FREQUENTLY CITED CASE TO INTERPRET
,ANDGRAF AS FINDING PROSPECTIVE RELIEF TO NOT BE IMPERMISSIBLY RETROACTIVE ONLY WHEN
THE RELEVANT CONDUCT WAS ALREADY ILLEGAL
 3EE GENERALLY ,ANDGRAF  53 AT  DISCUSSING THE RETROACTIVITY OF STATUTES WHEN THEY AFFECT OR
AUTHORIZE THE PROPRIETY OF PROSPECTIVE RELIEF SEE ALSO ID AT  CITING !MERICAN 3TEEL &OUNDRIES V 4RI#ITY
#ENTRAL 4RADES #OUNCIL  53   		
)N THIS CASE /FFICE-AX SOUGHT INJUNCTIVE
 )D AT  3CALIA * CONCURRING	
 3EE EG 3 )NDUS )NC V $IAMOND -ULTIMEDIA 3YS  & 3UPP   .$ )LL 	
INTERPRETING ,ANDGRAF AS NOT ALLOWING NEW STATUTES WITH NEW LEGAL CONSEQUENCES TO APPLY TO EVENTS COMPLETED
BEFORE ITS ENACTMENT	 2ESORTS OF 0INEHURST )NC V 0INEHURST .ATL $EV #ORP  & 3UPP  n -$
.# 	 INTERPRETING ,ANDGRAF AS ALLOWING PROSPECTIVE RELIEF ONLY WHEN THE RELEVANT CONDUCT WAS ALREADY
ILLEGAL	 #IRCUIT #ITY 3TORES )NC V /FFICEMAX )NC  & 3UPP   %$ 6A 	 INTERPRETING ,ANDGRAF
AS ALLOWING PROSPECTIVE RELIEF ONLY WHEN THE RELEVANT CONDUCT WAS ALREADY ILLEGAL	
 3EE 6IACOM )NC V )NGRAM %NTERS )NC  &D   TH #IR 	 FINDING INJUNCTIONS AS
PERMISSIVE PROSPECTIVE RELIEF BECAUSE THEY ENJOIN CONTINUING CONDUCT	 SEE ALSO (ASBRO )NC V #LUE #OMPUTING
)NC  & 3UPP D   $ -ASS 	 AFFD  &D  ST #IR 	 FINDING UNDER ,ANDGRAF THAT
INJUNCTIVE RELIEF IS PROSPECTIVE AND NOT RETROACTIVE EVEN WHEN hPROHIBITED CONDUCT WAS LEGAL WHEN IT FIRST
BEGANv	
 3EE #IRCUIT #ITY 3TORES )NC  & 3UPP AT  h/FFICE-AX ASSERTS A CLAIM UNDER THE $ILUTION !CT
WHICH BECAME EFFECTIVE *ANUARY   AS AN AMENDMENT TO THE ,ANHAM !CTv	 #IRCUIT #ITY 3TORES )NC
EMPHASIZES THAT THERE SHOULD BE RETROACTIVE RELIEF IN CIRCUMSTANCES WHERE THERE ARE NEW REMEDIES GRANTED FOR
CONDUCT THAT WAS ALREADY ILLEGAL PRIOR TO LEGISLATION )D AT  (OWEVER CASES THAT FOLLOW THE 6IACOM )NC
PERSPECTIVE DEPART FROM THE #IRCUIT #ITY )NC ANALYSIS AND INSTEAD SUGGEST THAT PROSPECTIVE RELIEF INCLUDING
INJUNCTIONS IS NEVER RETROACTIVE 3EE 6IACOM )NC  &D  AT  FINDING THAT THE #IRCUIT #ITY )NC COURT
HAD INAPPROPRIATELY LABELED BINDING PRECEDENT AS DICTA	 (ASBRO )NC  & 3UPP D AT  RESOLVING THE
,ANDGRAF INTERPRETATION ISSUE BY FOLLOWING THE 6IACOM )NC COURTgS LEAD	 3EE ALSO &EDERAL 4RADEMARK $ILUTION
!CT OF   53# e  	
  & 3UPP  %$ 6A 	
 )D AT 
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RELIEF AGAINST #AR-AX UNDER THE RECENTLY ENACTED $ILUTION !CT 4HE COURT GRANTED
#AR-AXS MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT FINDING THAT THE $ILUTION !CT MAY NOT BE
ENFORCED RETROACTIVELY #AR-AX BEGAN OPERATING IN  BUT /FFICE-AX DID NOT
BRING THIS ACTION UNTIL  AFTER #AR-AX ANNOUNCED A NATIONWIDE EXPANSION
4HE $ILUTION !CT BECAME EFFECTIVE IN *ANUARY  AND IT CREATED FOR THE FIRST TIME A
FEDERAL CLAIM FOR TRADEMARK DILUTION 4HE $ILUTION !CT DIFFERED SIGNIFICANTLY FROM
PREVIOUS TRADEMARK CLAIMS BECAUSE IT DID NOT REQUIRE THE PLAINTIFF TO SHOW A
LIKELIHOOD OF CONFUSION BETWEEN THE TRADEMARKS AT ISSUE /FFICE-AX ARGUED THAT
AN INJUNCTION UNDER THE $ILUTION !CT WAS PERMISSIBLE UNDER ,ANDGRAFS EXPLANATION
OF PROPER PROSPECTIVE RELIEF BECAUSE THE INJUNCTION WOULD STOP ONGOING CONDUCT
4HE COURT DISAGREED BECAUSE h   ,ANDGRAF DOES NOT STAND FOR THE PROPOSITION THAT
THE ENFORCEMENT OF A STATUTE PROVIDING FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF CAN NEVER BE
IMPERMISSIBLY @RETROACTIVE 2ATHER THE DICTA ON WHICH /FFICE-AX RELIES SPEAKS
SOLELY TO CASES IN WHICH THE RELEVANT CONDUCT WAS ALREADY ILLEGAL BEFORE THE EFFECTIVE
DATE OF THE INTERVENING STATUTEv 4HE COURT REASONED THAT THE $ILUTION !CT WAS
IMPERMISSIBLY RETROACTIVE BECAUSE #AR-AXS ACTIONS WERE NOT ILLEGAL PRIOR TO THE
!CTS EFFECTIVE DATE
5NDER THE /FFICE-AX COURTS REASONING SECTION  OF $ODD&RANK SHOULD
PROVIDE PROSPECTIVE RELIEF THAT IS NOT IMPERMISSIBLY RETROACTIVE 4HE COURT WAS
CONCERNED THAT THE $ILUTION !CT PROVIDED A NEW CAUSE OF ACTION TRADEMARK
DILUTION WHICH DID NOT EXIST WHEN #AR-AX INITIALLY BEGAN OPERATING IN 
&URTHER THIS NEW CAUSE OF ACTION ELIMINATED THE hLIKELIHOOD OF CONFUSIONv ELEMENT
OF PREVIOUS FEDERAL TRADEMARK CLAIMS 5NLIKE THE $ILUTION !CT SECTION  DOES
NOT PROVIDE A NEW CAUSE OF ACTION AND DOES NOT AFFECT THE ELEMENTS OF EXISTING CAUSES
OF ACTION 2ATHER IT UPDATES THE KINDS OF BARS THE #OMMISSION MAY IMPOSE AS A
RESULT OF ACTIONS THAT ARE ALREADY PROHIBITED IN THE SECTIONS OF THE SECURITIES LAW THAT
SECTION  AMENDS
 )D AT 
7HILE THE ACTIONS OF #AR-AX WERE hENTIRELY PROPERv WHEN
 )D
 )D AT 
 )D AT 
 )D
 )D AT 
 )D AT 
 )D AT 
 )D AT 
 )D AT 
 3EE $ODD&RANK !CT 0UB , .O n e   3TAT  n 	 AMENDING SECTIONS
B		!	 " AND !C		#	 OF THE 3ECURITIES %XCHANGE !CT AND 3ECTION F	 OF THE )NVESTMENT
!DVISERS !CT	
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THEY WERE UNDERTAKEN PRIOR TO THE $ILUTION !CT
 (ASBRO )NC V #LUE #OMPUTING )NC AND 0ERMISSIVE 0ROSPECTIVE 2ELIEF
THOSE ACTIONS THAT FALL UNDER THE
COLLATERAL BARS OF SECTION  WERE ALREADY ILLEGAL WHEN THEY WERE UNDERTAKEN
)N (ASBRO )NC V #LUE #OMPUTING )NC THE COURT CONSIDERED ANOTHER $ILUTION !CT
CASE AND DECIDED THAT ,ANDGRAF MADE INJUNCTIONS BASED ON THAT !CT PERMISSIBLE IN
ALL INSTANCES (ASBRO SUED #LUE #OMPUTING FOR DILUTION OF THE #LUE TRADEMARK
THROUGH #LUE #OMPUTINGS USE OF CLUECOM WEB ADDRESS #LUE #OMPUTING
REGISTERED AND BEGAN USING CLUECOM IN  AND (ASBRO BROUGHT ITS DILUTION CLAIM
AFTER THE $ILUTION !CT PASSED IN  #LUE #OMPUTING ARGUED THAT AN INJUNCTION
BASED ON THE $ILUTION !CT WOULD hDEPRIVE IT OF PROPERTY RIGHTS LAWFULLY ACQUIRED
BEFORE THE ACT WAS PASSEDv AND THEREFORE BE IMPERMISSIBLY RETROACTIVE )N APPLYING
,ANDGRAF THE (ASBRO COURT DETERMINED THAT INJUNCTIONS BASED ON THE $ILUTION !CT
WERE PERMISSIBLE IN ALL INSTANCES EVEN IF THE PROHIBITED CONDUCT WAS LEGAL WHEN IT
FIRST BEGAN 4HE COURT FURTHER REASONED THAT EVEN THOUGH #LUE #OMPUTING HAD NO
EXPECTATION THAT SUCH A PROBLEM WOULD ARISE A LAW THAT DETERMINES THE STATUS SOLELY
OF FUTURE MATTERS IS PROSPECTIVE 4HE COURT DECLINED TO DISMISS THE $ILUTION !CT
CLAIM AS IMPERMISSIBLY RETROACTIVE
3ECTION  OF $ODD&RANK SHOULD ALSO PROVIDE PROSPECTIVE RELIEF UNDER THIS
MORE LENIENT STANDARD 4HE BARS IN SECTION  CAN BE ANALOGIZED TO THE (ASBRO
COURTS ALWAYSPERMISSIBLE $ILUTION !CT INJUNCTIONS "OTH THE BARS AND THE
INJUNCTIONS DETERMINE THE STATUS SOLELY OF FUTURE MATTERS 4HE (ASBRO COURT
APPLIED ,ANDGRAFS REASONING TO THE $ILUTION !CTS INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 4HE SAME
REASONING SHOULD BE SUCCESSFULLY APPLIED TO COLLATERAL BARS &URTHERMORE THESE BARS
APPLY TO ACTS THAT WERE ALREADY ILLEGAL SO THEY DO NOT HAVE TO CLEAR THE HURDLE THAT
THE $ILUTION !CT DOES WHEN IT MAKES PREVIOUSLY LEGAL CONDUCT ILLEGAL
 3EE /FFICE-AX )NC  & 3UPP AT  DECLARING #AR-AXS ACTIONS TO BE hENTIRELY PROPERv AS FAR AS
FEDERAL LAW WAS CONCERNED	
  & 3UPP D  $ -ASS 	
 )D AT 
 )D AT 
 )D AT  
 )D AT 
 )D AT n
 )D AT n
 )D AT 
 3EE $ODD&RANK !CT 0UB , .O n e   3TAT  n 	 AMENDING  53#
e OB		!		 SEE ALSO 4EICHER V 3%#  &D   $# #IR 	 STATING h 53# e OB		
  IS TRIGGERED BY A PERSONgS PAST PRESENT OR FUTURE ASSOCIATION WITH A BROKERDEALER  v	 EMPHASIS ADDED	
(ASBRO  & 3UPP D AT  AFFgD  &D  ST #IR 	 h@;2=ELIEF BY INJUNCTION OPERATES IN FUTURE  v	
QUOTING !M 3TEEL &OUNDRIES V 4RIn#ITY #ENTRAL 4RADES #OUNCIL  53   		
 (ASBRO  & 3UPP D AT 
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" !PPLICATION TO 3ECURITIES ,AW
! FEW CASES CONCERNING THE FEDERAL SECURITIES LAW PROVIDE INSIGHT INTO HOW FEDERAL
COURTS MAY RESPOND TO THE ARGUMENT THAT SECTION  OF $ODD&RANK IS PERMISSIBLE
PROSPECTIVE RELIEF 4HESE CASES SPECIFICALLY ADDRESS ACTIONS BY THE #OMMISSION AND
IN THE CASE OF *OHNSON V 3%# PRESENT POSSIBLE HURDLES THE #OMMISSION MAY HAVE
TO OVERCOME WHEN IT IS FORCED TO LITIGATE THE APPLICATION OF COLLATERAL BARS TO PAST BAD
ACTS )N *OHNSON THE $# #IRCUIT REJECTED A BAR IMPOSED BY THE #OMMISSION
BECAUSE IT PUNISHED CONDUCT THAT FELL OUTSIDE THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS 3INCE
COLLATERAL BARS MAY BE IMPOSED AGAINST BAD ACTS THAT OCCURRED PRIOR TO THE PASSAGE OF
$ODD&RANK TIMING COULD BECOME AN ISSUE -ORE IMPORTANTLY THE COURT REJECTED
THE #OMMISSIONS ARGUMENT THAT THE BAR WAS A REMEDIAL ACTION DESIGNED hTO PROTECT
THE PUBLIC FROM FUTURE HARM    v )N LIGHT OF THE ,ANDGRAF DECISION COURTS WILL
NEED TO FIND THAT COLLATERAL BARS ARE PROSPECTIVE RELIEF DESIGNED TO PROTECT THE PUBLIC
RATHER THAN PUNISHMENT IN ORDER TO ALLOW SUCH BARS TO PASS THE ,ANDGRAF ANALYSIS
 3%# V *OHNSON
)N 3%# V *OHNSON THE $# #IRCUIT VACATED A #OMMISSION ORDER IMPOSING
SANCTIONS AGAINST *OHNSON BECAUSE THE FIVEYEAR STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS TO DO SO HAD
RUN 4HE #OMMISSION CLAIMED *OHNSON HAD FAILED TO PROPERLY SUPERVISE AN
ACCOUNT REPRESENTATIVE NAMED :ETTERSTROM UNDER SECTION B	 OF THE %XCHANGE
!CT 4HIS CLAIM WAS BASED ON ACTIONS THAT OCCURRED IN  AND  BUT WAS NOT
BROUGHT UNTIL  JUST BEYOND THE FIVEYEAR LIMITATION DEADLINE
  &D  $# #IR 	
4HE
#OMMISSION ARGUED THAT THE SANCTIONS IMPOSED ON *OHNSON WERE NOT PENALTIES AND
 3EE ID AT  STATING THAT THE #OMMISSIONS FOCUS ON *OHNSONS PAST MISCONDUCT BELIED THE 3%#S
CLAIM THAT THE SANCTIONS IT ISSUED WERE FOR h*OHNSONS PRESENT DANGER TO THE PUBLICv	
 3EE ID AT  HOLDING THAT THE FIVEYEAR STATUTE OF LIMITATION SET FORTH IN  53# e  APPLIES TO
#OMMISSION PROCEEDINGS hWHICH SEEK TO CENSURE AND SUSPEND A SECURITIES SUPERVISORv	
 #F ID AT  N h;/=NCE THE 3%# HAS DELAYED x IN PROCEEDING AGAINST A BROKER IT CONSIDERS A GRAVE
THREAT TO THE PUBLIC THE BULK OF THE HARM HAS ALREADY BEEN DONEv	 SEE ALSO #ASEY SUPRA NOTE  AT  STATING THAT
COLLATERAL BARS HAVE ALREADY BEEN SOUGHT IN ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIONS AGAINST 0AUL 'EORGE #HIRONIS AND 'REGORY *
"UCHHOLZ	
 *OHNSON  &D AT  CITATIONS OMITTED	
 3EE -EADOWS V 3%#  &D   TH #IR 	 HOLDING THAT A TEMPORARY BAR WAS AN
APPROPRIATE REMEDY BECAUSE IT WAS DESIGNED TO PROTECT THE PUBLIC FROM FUTURE MISCONDUCT	 SEE ALSO 3%# V
*ONES  & 3UPP D   3$.9 	 h-OST x COURTS HAVE DETERMINED THAT e  DOES NOT APPLY
TO EQUITABLE RELIEF THAT SEEKS TO UNDO PRIOR DAMAGE OR PROTECT THE PUBLIC FROM FUTURE HARMv	 *OHNSON  &D
AT   FINDING THE SANCTION THE #OMMISSION ATTEMPTED TO IMPOSE HAD hPUNISHMENTLIKEv QUALITIES AND
THEREFORE VACATING THE SANCTION	 SEE ALSO ,ANDGRAF V 53) &ILM 0RODUCTS  53   	 h;4=HE
PURPOSE OF PROSPECTIVE RELIEF IS TO AFFECT THE FUTURE RATHER THAN REMEDY THE PASTv	
  &D  $# #IR 	
 )D AT  
 )D AT n
 )D AT 
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THEREFORE THE SANCTIONS WERE NOT DISALLOWED BY THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS BECAUSE
THEY WERE REMEDIAL AND INTENDED TO PROTECT THE PUBLIC FROM FUTURE HARM 4HE
COURT DISAGREED FINDING NO EVIDENCE THE SANCTIONS WERE BASED ON *OHNSONS
UNFITNESS AS SUPERVISOR OR RISK POSED TO THE PUBLIC
4HIS SANCTION WOULD LESS RESEMBLE PUNISHMENT IF THE 3%# HAD FOCUSED ON
*OHNSONS CURRENT COMPETENCE OR THE DEGREE OF RISK SHE POSED TO THE
PUBLIC    ;)=T IS EVIDENT THAT THE SANCTIONS HERE WERE NOT BASED ON ANY
GENERAL FINDING OF *OHNSONS UNFITNESS AS SUPERVISOR NOR ANY SHOWING OF RISK
SHE POSED TO THE PUBLIC BUT RATHER WERE BASED ON *OHNSONS ALLEGED FAILURE
REASONABLY TO SUPERVISE :ETTERSTROM     4HE 3%# INITIATED THESE
PROCEEDINGS WITH AN INDICTMENTLIKE DOCUMENT    
)NSTEAD THE COURT FOUND THAT
THE SANCTIONS WERE BASED ON HER PREVIOUS CONDUCT

4HE $# #IRCUIT FURTHER REFUSED TO ALLOW AN EXCEPTION FOR THE REMEDIAL PURPOSE OF
PROTECTING THE PUBLIC AND IT REFUSED TO NARROWLY CONSTRUE PENALTY AS A MATTER OF
PUBLIC POLICY
"ECAUSE SECTION  IS A NEW STATUTE IT SHOULD AVOID THE *OHNSON COURTS ANALYSIS
BY WAY OF ,ANDGRAF (OWEVER EVEN IF IT DID NOT IT SHOULD STILL SURVIVE *OHNSON
!NY CLAIMS FOR WHICH SECTION  COLLATERAL BARS ARE SOUGHT THAT ARE BASED ON
UNDERLYING ACTS LESS THAN FIVE YEARS OLD SHOULD NOT BE BARRED BY THE STATUTE OF
LIMITATIONS APPLIED IN *OHNSON &URTHER THE #OMMISSION CAN AVOID A FINDING THAT
THE COLLATERAL BARS ARE PENALTIES IN TWO WAYS &IRST IT SHOULD ARTICULATE WHY THE
DEFENDANT POSES A CURRENT RISK TO THE INVESTING PUBLIC AND PROVIDE EVIDENCE OF THE
RISK 0ROVIDING THIS EVIDENCE WILL SATISFY THE *OHNSON COURTS MAIN CONCERN
3ECOND THE #OMMISSION SHOULD SEEK THE SECTION  COLLATERAL BARS IMMEDIATELY
AND THEN ARGUE THAT *OHNSON SHOULD NOT APPLY BECAUSE IT SOUGHT THE SANCTION AS SOON
AS #ONGRESS MADE THE SANCTION AVAILABLE
 )D AT 
 )D AT 
 )D
 3EE ID AT   h4HE SANCTIONS IMPOSED HERE HOWEVER ARE CERTAINLY NOT @REMEDIAL IN THE SENSE
THAT TERM IS USED ;TO PROTECT THE PUBLIC=     7E THEREFORE FIND NO REASON BASED ON PUBLIC POLICY OR GENERAL
CONCERNS ABOUT STATUTES OF LIMITATION TO DEPART FROM THE @ORDINARY CONTEMPORARY COMMON MEANING OF THE
WORD @PENALTYv	
 3EE #ASEY SUPRA NOTE  AT  STATING THAT 3ECTION  UNDER THE ,ANDGRAF STANDARD IS SILENT AS TO
#ONGRESSS INTENT OF RETROACTIVITY THEREFORE COURTS NEED TO INQUIRE hWHETHER THE STATUTEx @WOULD IMPAIR RIGHTS A
PARTY POSSESSED WHEN HE ACTED INCREASE A PARTYgS LIABILITY FOR PAST CONDUCT OR IMPOSE NEW DUTIES WITH RESPECT TO
TRANSACTIONS ALREADY COMPLETED    v	
 3EE *OHNSON  &D AT  CRITICIZING THE #OMMISSION FOR FOCUSING hALMOST EXCLUSIVELY ON *OHNSONS
FAILURE REASONABLY TO SUPERVISE NOT HER CURRENT COMPETENCE OR RISK TO THE PUBLICv	
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 3%# V &EHN AND 3%# V 0LATFORMS 7IRELESS )NTL #ORP
"OTH 3%# V &EHN AND 3%# V 0LATFORMS 7IRELESS )NTL #ORP PROVIDE SOME
INSIGHT INTO HOW THE FEDERAL COURTS WILL HANDLE SECTION  IN LIGHT OF ,ANDGRAF AND
*OHNSON "OTH CASES INDICATE THAT *OHNSON MAY NOT PROVIDE MUCH OF A HURDLE FOR THE
APPLICATION OF SECTION  COLLATERAL BARS TO PAST ACTS AS PROSPECTIVE RELIEF )N BOTH OF
THESE CASES FEDERAL COURTS APPLIED NEW STATUTES OF THE FEDERAL SECURITIES LAW TO PAST
ACTS AS PROPER PROSPECTIVE RELIEF
)N &EHN THE .INTH #IRCUIT UPHELD AN INJUNCTIVE ACTION BROUGHT BY THE
#OMMISSION AGAINST #ALIFORNIA ATTORNEY 4HOMAS &EHN &EHN HAD WORKED WITH
#4) 4ECHNICAL )NC AND ITS PRESIDENT AND #%/ %DWIN 7HEELER AND HE FACILITATED
THE MAKING OF IMPROPER DISCLOSURES ON AT LEAST THREE 1S 4HE DISTRICT COURT
ENTERED FINAL JUDGMENT IN  /N APPEAL &EHN ARGUED THAT THE 3UPREME #OURT
HAD PRECLUDED #OMMISSION INJUNCTIVE ACTIONS IN #ENTRAL "ANK OF $ENVER V &IRST
)NTERSTATE "ANK OF $ENVER )N  HOWEVER #ONGRESS PASSED THE 0RIVATE
3ECURITIES ,ITIGATION 2EFORM !CT h03,2!v	 WHICH CONTAINED SECTION  TO
SPECIFICALLY OVERRIDE #ENTRAL "ANKS DECISION "ECAUSE THE 03,2! WAS PASSED AFTER
THE UNDERLYING ACTION AND LITIGATION THE COURT HAD TO CONSIDER WHETHER SECTION 
APPLIED TO &EHN )N APPLYING ,ANDGRAF THE COURT FOUND THAT SECTION  DID NOT
ATTACH NEW LEGAL CONSEQUENCES TO &EHNS ACTIONS BUT RATHER RESTORED LEGAL
CONSEQUENCES THAT HAD BEEN TEMPORARILY ELIMINATED 4HE COURT WENT ON TO DISCUSS
SECTION  AS PROSPECTIVE RELIEF
  &D  TH #IR 	
)T REASONED THAT PROSPECTIVE RELIEF IS AN EXCEPTION
TO THE GENERAL PRESUMPTION OF RETROACTIVITY AND THAT h;I=NTERVENING STATUTES THAT
 .O #6 *- !*"	  53 $IST ,%8)3  3$ #AL *ULY  	 AFFD  &D 
TH #IR 	
 3EE &EHN  &D AT  APPLYING 3ECTION  OF THE 0RIVATE 3ECURITIES ,ITIGATION 2EFORM !CT OF 
RETROACTIVELY BECAUSE IT AUTHORIZES PROSPECTIVE RELIEF	 SEE ALSO 0LATFORMS 7IRELESS  53 $IST ,%8)3  AT

 APPLYING  53#3 e UD		 RETROACTIVELY BECAUSE IT AFFECTS PROSPECTIVE RELIEF	
 &EHN  &D AT 
 )D AT 
 )D AT 
 3EE ID REFERRING TO #ENTRAL "ANK OF $ENVER V &IRST )NTERSTATE "ANK OF $ENVER  53  		
 0RIVATE 3ECURITIES ,ITIGATION 2EFORM !CT OF  0UB , .O n  3TAT  	
 3EE &EHN  &D AT  h3EN $ODD STATED THAT THE LEGISLATION RESTORES ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITY TO THE
3ECURITIES AND %XCHANGE #OMMISSION 4HAT WAS LOST    IN THE  3UPREME #OURT CASE THE #ENTRAL "ANK CASE
7E IN THIS BILL ;THE 03,2!= RESTORE WHAT THE #ENTRAL "ANK TOOK AWAY FROM THE 3%# HEREv QUOTING  #/.'
2%# 3 3 DAILY ED $EC  	 STATEMENT OF $ODD &RANK			 3ECTION  OF THE 03,2! ADDS
hPERSONS WHO AID AND ABET VIOLATIONSv TO THOSE WHO ARE LIABLE UNDER SECTIONS B	 AND D	 OF THE %XCHANGE
!CT 0RIVATE 3ECURITIES ,ITIGATION 2EFORM !CT e 
 &EHN  &D AT  4HE COURT ALSO TOOK INTO ACCOUNT THAT #ENTRAL "ANK WAS NOT DECIDED UNTIL
EIGHTEEN DAYS AFTER THE DISTRICT COURT HAD ENTERED THE PERMANENT INJUNCTION AGAINST &EHN )D
 )D AT 
 3EE ID AT  STATING THAT 3ECTION  AUTHORIZES PROSPECTIVE RELIEF	
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GRANT INJUNCTIVE POWER FALL INTO THIS CATEGORY   v 4HE INJUNCTION AUTHORIZED
UNDER SECTION  OF THE 03,2! FALLS INTO THIS EXCEPTION
!LTHOUGH THE .INTH #IRCUIT IN &EHN DID NOT EXPLICITLY STATE THAT SECTION 
WOULD BE PERMISSIBLE AS PROSPECTIVE RELIEF EVEN IF IT HAD ATTACHED NEW LEGAL
CONSEQUENCES IT DID ANALYZE THE PROSPECTIVE RELIEF EXCEPTION TO RETROACTIVITY
SEPARATELY FROM ITS ANALYSIS OF WHETHER SECTION  ATTACHED NEW LEGAL
CONSEQUENCES 4HEREFORE THE .INTH #IRCUITS ANALYSIS RESEMBLES THE PERMISSIVE
PROSPECTIVE RELIEF ANALYSIS FOUND IN (ASBRO AND IT INDICATES THAT NEW SECURITIES LAW
INJUNCTIONS WOULD ALWAYS BE PROSPECTIVE RELIEF
0LATFORMS 7IRELESS ALSO FOUND A NEW SECURITIES LAW REMEDY TO BE PERMISSIBLE
PROSPECTIVE RELIEF UNDER ,ANDGRAF
5NDER &EHN SECTION  OF $ODD
&RANK SHOULD BE ABLE TO FOREGO THE ANALYSIS OF WHETHER IT ATTACHES NEW LEGAL
CONSEQUENCES BECAUSE IT FITS INTO THE PROSPECTIVE RELIEF EXCEPTION
 4HE #OMMISSION SOUGHT A PENNY STOCK BAR
AGAINST 0LATFORMS 7IRELESS AND ITS OFFICERS UNDER THE 3ECURITIES %NFORCEMENT
2EMEDIES !CT OF  h2EMEDIES !CTv	 AS AMENDED IN  4HE DEFENDANTS
ARGUED THAT THEIR BAD CONDUCT HAD OCCURRED PRIOR TO  SO THE EARLIER VERSION OF
THE 2EMEDIES !CT SHOULD APPLY 4HE AMENDED 2EMEDIES !CT THE #OMMISSION
SOUGHT TO USE CONTAINED A BROADER BAR THAT EXTENDED BEYOND A PROHIBITION TO
PARTICIPATE IN AN OFFERING OF PENNY STOCKS TO INCLUDE PROHIBITIONS IN hENGAGING IN
ACTIVITIES WITH A BROKER DEALER OR ISSUERv CONCERNING PENNY STOCKS 4HE
DEFENDANTS CITED +OCH V 3%# AND CLAIMED THAT THE BROADER BAR WAS IMPERMISSIBLY
RETROACTIVE WHILE THE 3%# ARGUED THAT THE BAR WAS FORWARDLOOKING AND PERMISSIBLE
UNDER ,ANDGRAF 4HE COURT DETERMINED THAT +OCH DID NOT APPLY BECAUSE THE
#OMMISSION HAD NOT RAISED THE PROSPECTIVE RELIEF EXCEPTION WHEN IT HAD ARGUED ITS
CASE IN +OCH (ERE THE #OMMISSION HAD RAISED THE EXCEPTION SO THE BROADER BAR
FROM THE AMENDED 2EMEDIES !CT WAS FOUND TO BE PERMISSIBLE PROSPECTIVE RELIEF
 )D AT 
 )D
 )D AT n
 3EE (ASBRO )NC V #LUE #OMPUTING )NC  & 3UPP D   $ -ASS 	 AFFgD  &D 
ST #IR 	 h;)=NJUNCTIVE RELIEF IS PROSPECTIVE EVEN IF THE PROHIBITED CONDUCT WAS LEGAL WHEN IT FIRST BEGANv	
SEE ALSO &EHN  &D AT n h&INALLY ,ANDGRAF ARTICULATED ANOTHER PRINCIPLE THAT MAKES THE APPLICATION OF
3ECTION  TO THIS CASE APPROPRIATE    4HIS EXCEPTION PROVIDES THAT WHERE THE NEW STATUTE @AUTHORIZES OR
AFFECTS THE PROPRIETY OF PROSPECTIVE RELIEF THE @APPLICATION OF THE NEW PROVISION IS NOT RETROACTIVE    
)NTERVENING STATUTES THAT GRANT INJUNCTIVE POWER FALL INTO THIS CATEGORY    v	 QUOTING ,ANDGRAF V 53) &ILM
0RODUCTS  53   	 EMPHASIS ADDED		
 3%# V 0LATFORMS 7IRELESS )NTL #ORP .O #6 *- !*"	  53 $IST ,%8)3  AT 

3$ #AL *ULY  	
 )D AT 

 )D AT 
n

 )D AT 

  &D  TH #IR 	
 0LATFORMS 7IRELESS  53 $IST ,%8)3  AT 

 )D AT 

 )D
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4HE COLLATERAL BARS UNDER SECTION  OF $ODD&RANK SHOULD SIMILARLY BE CONSIDERED
PERMISSIBLE PROSPECTIVE RELIEF UNDER THE SAME REASONING
3ECTION  OF $ODD&RANK SHOULD BE CONSIDERED PERMISSIBLE PROSPECTIVE RELIEF
AND THEREFORE LEGALLY AVAILABLE FOR APPLICATION TO CONDUCT THAT PREDATED $ODD
&RANK )N ,ANDGRAF THE 3UPREME #OURT ESTABLISHED PROSPECTIVE RELIEF AS AN
EXCEPTION TO IMPERMISSIBLE RETROACTIVE APPLICATION OF STATUTES AND IT LISTED AN
INJUNCTION AS AN EXAMPLE OF THIS EXCEPTION 4HE #OURT REASONED THAT INJUNCTIONS
LOOK TO FUTURE BEHAVIOR AND THEREFORE ARE PROSPECTIVE #OLLATERAL BARS LIKEWISE
LOOK TO FUTURE BEHAVIOR #ASELAW HAS INTERPRETED ,ANDGRAFS PROSPECTIVE RELIEF IN
TWO DIFFERENT WAYS 3OME COURTS FIND PROSPECTIVE RELIEF PERMISSIBLE ONLY WHEN IT
ATTACHES NEW REMEDIES TO CONDUCT THAT WAS ALREADY ILLEGAL /THER COURTS HAVE
FOUND PROSPECTIVE RELIEF TO ALWAYS BE PERMISSIBLE 3ECTION  SHOULD BE
PERMISSIBLE PROSPECTIVE RELIEF UNDER EITHER LINE OF REASONING BECAUSE IT DOES NOT
MAKE PREVIOUSLY LEGAL CONDUCT ILLEGAL 2ATHER IT MODIFIES THE REMEDIES AVAILABLE FOR
PAST ILLEGAL CONDUCT &INALLY IN &EHN AND 0LATFORMS 7IRELESS FEDERAL COURTS HAVE AT
LEAST TWICE USED ,ANDGRAF TO APPLY NEW SECURITIES LAW TO PAST ILLEGAL CONDUCT
III. STANDARDS FOR IMPLEMENTING COLLATERAL BARS  
3ECTION  IS SIMILAR TO THE 03,2! AND 2EMEDIES !CT DISCUSSED IN THOSE CASES AND
IT SHOULD LIKEWISE BE PERMISSIBLE PROSPECTIVE RELIEF
0RIOR TO THE $# #IRCUITS RULING IN 4EICHER V 3%#
 ,ANDGRAF V 53) &ILM 0RODUCTS  53  n 	
THE #OMMISSION IMPLEMENTED
COLLATERAL BARS IF hIT IS CONTRARY TO THE PUBLIC INTEREST TO ALLOW SOMEONE TO SERVE IN
 3EE ID NOTING h@RELIEF BY INJUNCTION OPERATES IN FUTUROxv	 QUOTING !M 3TEEL &OUNDRIES V 4RI#ITY
#ENT 4RADES #OUNCIL  53   		
 3EE $ODD&RANK !CT 0UB , .O n e   3TAT   	 AMENDING  53# e
OB		!		 SEE ALSO 4EICHER V 3%#  &D   $# #IR 	 STATING  53# e OB		 IS
PROMPTED BY A PERSONgS PAST CURRENT OR FUTURE BEHAVIOR	
 3EE !M 3TEEL &OUNDRIES  53 AT  RETROACTIVELY APPLYING SECTION  OF THE #LAYTON !CT BECAUSE
THE STATUTE hINTRODUCE;D= NO NEW PRINCIPLE INTO THE EQUITY JURISPRUDENCE OF ;THE= COURTSv	 SEE ALSO #IRCUIT #ITY
3TORES )NC V /FFICE-AX )NC  & 3UPP   %$ 6A 	 h)N SUCH CIRCUMSTANCES THE APPLICATION OF
PURELY PROSPECTIVE INJUNCTIVE RELIEF RAISES NO RETROACTIVITY CONCERNS BECAUSE WHERE THE PAST CONDUCT IS ILLEGAL THE
ENFORCEMENT OF THE INTERVENING STATUTE MERELY PROVIDES A NEW REMEDY WITH RESPECT TO THAT CONDUCT AND DOES
NOT ACT TO SIGNIFICANTLY @SWEEP AWAY SETTLED EXPECTATIONSv	 QUOTING ,ANDGRAF  53 AT 	
 3EE EG (ASBRO )NC V #LUE #OMPUTING )NC  & 3UPP D  n $ -ASS 	
INTERPRETING ,ANDGRAF TO MAKE PERMISSIVE PROSPECTIVE RELIEF AVAILABLE IN ALL INSTANCES EVEN IF THE CONDUCT WAS
LEGAL WHEN IT FIRST BEGAN	
 3EE $ODD&RANK !CT e  ADDING FURTHER RESTRICTIONS TO ASSOCIATIONS WITH CERTAIN PARTIES LIKE
MUNICIPAL SECURITIES AGENTS	
 3EE 3%# V &EHN  &D   TH #IR 	 APPLYING h3ECTIONS B	 AND D	 OF THE
3ECURITIES %XCHANGE !CTv	 SEE ALSO 3%# V 0LATFORMS 7IRELESS )NTL #ORP .O #6 *-!*"	  53
$IST ,%8)3  AT 
 3$ #AL *ULY  	 APPLYING 3ECTION B	 OF THE 3ECURITIES AND %XCHANGE !CT	
 3EE  &D  n $# #IR 	 FINDING THAT THE #OMMISSION DOES NOT HAVE THE AUTHORITY
TO IMPLEMENT COLLATERAL BARS UNDER 3ECTION B		 OF THE %XCHANGE !CT	
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ANY CAPACITY IN THE SECURITIES INDUSTRYv 4HIS DETERMINATION WAS MADE IF THE
MISCONDUCT hFLOWS ACROSSv DIFFERENT SECURITIES PROFESSIONS AND hPOSES A RISK OF HARM
TO THE INVESTING PUBLICv AND THE #OMMISSION ALSO CONSIDERED THE EGREGIOUSNESS OF
THE MISCONDUCT "ECAUSE $ODD&RANK GIVES THE #OMMISSION THE EXPLICIT
AUTHORITY TO INVOKE COLLATERAL BARS 4EICHER HAS EFFECTIVELY BEEN OVERRULED BY
#ONGRESS 4O SURVIVE FURTHER JUDICIAL SCRUTINY THE #OMMISSION SHOULD IMPLEMENT
THE SAME STANDARDS FOR SEEKING COLLATERAL BARS THAT IT DID PRIOR TO 4EICHER AND IT
SHOULD USE SIMILAR REASONING
! 4HE 3TEADMAN &ACTORS
7HILE THE #OMMISSION DEVELOPED STANDARDS FOR IMPLEMENTING COLLATERAL BARS IN THE
S THOSE STANDARDS FIND THEIR ROOTS IN 3TEADMAN V 3%# )N 3TEADMAN THE &IFTH
#IRCUIT CONSIDERED AN INVESTMENT ADVISORS APPEAL FROM A #OMMISSION DECISION
4HE #OMMISSION FOUND 3TEADMAN GUILTY OF VIOLATING SEVERAL PROVISIONS OF THE
SECURITIES LAW AND HAD PERMANENTLY BARRED HIM FROM ASSOCIATING WITH ANY
INVESTMENT ADVISOR PROHIBITED HIM FROM AFFILIATING WITH ANY REGISTERED INVESTMENT
COMPANY AND SUSPENDED HIM FROM ASSOCIATING WITH ANY BROKER OR DEALER FOR ONE
YEAR 7HILE THE &IFTH #IRCUIT FOUND MOST OF 3TEADMANS ARGUMENT TO BE WITHOUT
MERIT IT REMANDED THE CASE TO THE #OMMISSION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF THE SANCTIONS
IT HAD IMPOSED
4HE &IFTH #IRCUIT BELIEVED THE #OMMISSION MUST hSPECIFICALLY ARTICULATE;=
COMPELLING REASONSv FOR IMPOSING A SANCTION THAT PERMANENTLY EXCLUDED SOMEONE
FROM A SECURITIES INDUSTRY
!T LEAST THE #OMMISSION SPECIFICALLY OUGHT TO CONSIDER AND DISCUSS WITH
RESPECT TO 3TEADMAN THE FACTORS THAT HAVE BEEN DEEMED RELEVANT TO THE
ISSUANCE OF AN INJUNCTION THE EGREGIOUSNESS OF THE DEFENDANTS ACTIONS THE
ISOLATED OR RECURRENT NATURE OF THE INFRACTION THE DEGREE OF SCIENTER INVOLVED
THE SINCERITY OF THE DEFENDANTS ASSURANCES AGAINST FUTURE VIOLATIONS THE
DEFENDANTS RECOGNITION OF THE WRONGFUL NATURE OF HIS CONDUCT AND THE
4HE COURT WANTED THE #OMMISSION TO CONSIDER SIX
SPECIFIC FACTORS
 "LINDER  3%#   	
 )D
 3EE 4EICHER  &D AT  NOTING THE hGENERAL PRINCIPLE FAVORING @FLEXIBL;E= CONSTRUCTION OF THE
SECURITIES LAWS TO EFFECTUATE THEIR REMEDIAL PURPOSESv CITING "LINDER  3%# AT 	 CITATIONS OMITTED		
  &D  TH #IR 	 AFFD ON OTHER GROUNDS  53  	
 )D AT 
 )D AT n
 )D AT 
 )D AT 
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LIKELIHOOD THAT THE DEFENDANTS OCCUPATION WILL PRESENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR
FUTURE VIOLATIONS
4HE &IFTH #IRCUIT REQUIRED THE #OMMISSION TO ENUMERATE THE FACTORS THAT MERITED
3TEADMANS PERMANENT EXCLUSION FROM PARTS OF THE SECURITIES INDUSTRY 7HILE
3TEADMAN DEALT WITH A DIRECT BAR WHOSE IMPLEMENTATION WAS SPECIFICALLY CONDONED
IN THE FEDERAL SECURITIES LAW THE SIX FACTORS IT LAID OUT FOR CONSIDERATION OF SUCH A BAR
WERE EVENTUALLY USED BY THE #OMMISSION TO DEVELOP STANDARDS TO APPLY TO THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF COLLATERAL BARS NOT SPECIFICALLY AUTHORIZED BY THE LAW PRESUMABLY
IN AN ATTEMPT TO SURVIVE JUDICIAL SCRUTINY
" $EVELOPMENT OF THE 3TANDARDS FOR #OLLATERAL "ARS
&ROM  TO  THE #OMMISSION DEVELOPED STANDARDS FOR IMPOSING COLLATERAL
BARS BASED ON SECTION B		 OF THE %XCHANGE !CT hB		v	 4HIS
DEVELOPMENT CULMINATED IN THE #OMMISSIONS OPINION IN )N RE "LINDER WHICH LAID
OUT BOTH THE STANDARDS FOR APPLYING COLLATERAL BARS AND THE REASONING BEHIND THE
BARS 4HERE ARE A HANDFUL OF ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDINGS THAT BUILD UP TO AND
APPLY "LINDER BEFORE THE $# #IRCUIT ENDED COLLATERAL BARS IN 4EICHER V 3%# IN
 !S OUTLINED IN "LINDER COLLATERAL BARS WERE TO BE IMPOSED TO PROTECT THE
PUBLIC INTEREST IF THE MISCONDUCT 	 hFLOWS ACROSSv THE SECURITIES PROFESSIONS 	
hPOSES A RISK OF HARM TO THE INVESTING PUBLICv AND 	 IS EGREGIOUS ENOUGH TO NEED A
COMPREHENSIVE RESPONSE TO PROTECT THE PUBLIC INTEREST 
)N  AN ADMINISTRATIVE COURT REASONED THAT SANCTIONS FOR VIOLATIONS OF
B		 ARE INTENDED TO PROTECT THE PUBLIC RATHER THAN PUNISH THE OFFENDER AND
SHOULD BE CONSIDERED ON A CASEBYCASE BASIS 4HE COURT APPLIED THE SIX FACTORS
ESTABLISHED BY 3TEADMAN V 3%# IN DETERMINING WHETHER TO APPLY COLLATERAL BARS
 )D QUOTING 3%# V "LATT  &D   N TH #IR 		
0RIOR TO THE ADMINISTRATIVE COURTS DECISION THE FEDERAL COURTS BELIEVED THAT THE
 )D AT 
 3EE "LINDER  3%#  n 	 DISCUSSING FACTORS SUPPORTING THE APPLICATION OF A COLLATERAL
BAR FOCUSING ON "LINDERS EGREGIOUS CONDUCT	 SEE ALSO #ONSOL )NV 3ERVS )NC .O   3%# ,%8)3
 AT 
n
 	 DISCUSSING THE SIX 3TEADMAN FACTORS	 
 3EE $ODD&RANK !CT 0UB , .O   3TAT   e A		 	 UPDATING THE
COLLATERAL BARS FOR 3ECTION B		!		
 "LINDER  3%# AT 
 3EE EG #ALISE %XCHANGE !CT 2ELEASE .O   3%# ,%8)3  AT 
 !,* $EC  	
APPLYING THE "LINDER FACTORS TO BAR THE DEFENDANT FROM ANY ASSOCIATION WITH BROKERS OR DEALERS	 SEE ALSO
4EICHNER  &D AT   EXAMINING COLLATERAL BARS THROUGH THE LENS OF THE FACTORS LAID OUT IN "LINDER
AND REFUSING TO APPLY COLLATERAL BARS	
 "LINDER  3%# AT 
 #ONSOL )NV 3ERVS 3%# )NITIAL $ECISION .O  AT  !,* $EC  	 AVAILABLE AT
HTTPWWWSECGOVLITIGATIONALJDECIDGRLPDF
 )D QUOTING 3TEADMAN V 3%#  &D   TH #IR 		
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#OMMISSION SHOULD CONSIDER THESE FACTORS WHEN DETERMINING WHETHER TO SEEK
INJUNCTIONS (OWEVER THROUGH THE COURSE OF ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDINGS RATHER
THAN FEDERAL LITIGATION THE #OMMISSION REFINED THESE FACTORS AS APPLIED TO COLLATERAL
BARS )N  THE #OMMISSIONS %NFORCEMENT $IVISION h%NFORCEMENTv	 ARGUED FOR
A COLLATERAL BAR BASED ON A DEFENDANTS LACK OF CONTRITION RECKLESSNESS AND
EMPLOYMENT IN THE SECURITIES INDUSTRY 4HAT ARGUMENT WAS ULTIMATELY
UNSUCCESSFUL AND THE ADMINISTRATIVE COURT FOUND NO LEGAL BASIS FOR A COLLATERAL
BAR 4HE FOLLOWING YEAR %NFORCEMENT AGAIN ARGUED FOR A COLLATERAL BAR BASED ON
THE DEFENDANTS hHIGH DEGREE OF SCIENTERv AND LIKELIHOOD OF FUTURE SECURITIES LAW
VIOLATIONS 7HILE THE ADMINISTRATIVE COURT APPLIED THE SIX FACTORS AND GRANTED A
BROKERDEALER BAR IT DECLINED TO IMPOSE A COLLATERAL BAR 4HE COURT DETERMINED
THAT B		 DID NOT PROVIDE A BASIS FOR GRANTING A COLLATERAL BAR AND IT POINTED OUT
THAT h;T=HE ISSUE OF WHETHER A COLLATERAL BAR CAN BE IMPOSED IS PRESENTLY BEFORE THE
#OMMISSIONv !FTER THESE CASES THE #OMMISSION ISSUED ITS "LINDER OPINION
CLAIMING THAT IT HAD THE AUTHORITY TO ISSUE COLLATERAL BARS AND SETTING FORTH THE
STANDARDS FOR IMPOSING THEM
&OLLOWING )N RE "LINDER AT LEAST ONE ADMINISTRATIVE COURT UPHELD A COLLATERAL BAR
WHEN THE DEFENDANTS MISCONDUCT hFLOW;ED= ACROSS VARIOUS SECURITIES PROFESSIONSv
WAS EGREGIOUS AND HARMED PUBLIC INTEREST (OWEVER WHEN THE DEFENDANTS
CONDUCT DID NOT POSE A THREAT TO THE INVESTING PUBLIC ADMINISTRATIVE COURTS DID NOT
UPHOLD COLLATERAL BARS 4HE #OMMISSION INTERVENED IN ONE OF THESE CASES ISSUING
A  OPINION THAT REITERATED THE "LINDER DECISION
 3EE 3TEADMAN  &D AT  EXPLAINING THAT THE #OMMISSION SHOULD CONSIDER THE SIX FACTORS	 SEE
ALSO 3%# V "LATT  &D   N TH #IR 	 CITING 3%# V 5NIVERSAL -AJOR )NDUS #ORP 
&D   D #IR 	 3%# V -ANOR .URSING #TRS )NC  &D  n D #IR 	
APPLYING FACTORS TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE DISTRICT COURT ABUSED ITS DISCRETION IN GRANTING PERMANENT INJUNCTIVE
RELIEF	
 'RAHAM 3%# )NITIAL $ECISION .O  AT n !,* $EC  	 HTTPWWWSECGOVLITIGATION
ALJDECIDGRLTXT
 )D AT 
 3EHN 3%# )NITIAL $ECISION 2ELEASE .O  AT  !,* .OV  	 HTTPWWWSECGOVLITIGATION
ALJDECIDLAMTXT
 )D AT n
 )D AT 
 "LINDER  3%#    	
 &OX %XCHANGE !CT 2ELEASE .O   3%# ,%8)3  AT 

 !,* /CT  	
 3EE 7ESTERFIELD 3%# )NITIAL $ECISION 2ELEASE .O  AT  !,* &EB  	 HTTPWWWSECGOV
LITIGATIONALJDECIDGMBTXT FINDING THE PUBLIC INTEREST DID NOT REQUIRE A COLLATERAL BAR AT THIS TIME BUT COULD
BE REEVALUATED IF THE DEFENDANTS APPLY TO BECOME REGISTERED SECURITIES PROFESSIONALS IN THE FUTURE	 SEE ALSO
3AYEGH 3%# )NITIAL 2ELEASE .O  AT  !,* /CT  	 HTTPWWWSECGOVLITIGATION
ALJDECIDBPMTXT FINDING THE DEFENDANTS hHAVE NOT BEEN FOUND GUILTY OF CRIMINAL CONDUCT DO NOT HAVE
RECORDS OF PRIOR SECURITIES LAW VIOLATIONS DID NOT SUBSTANTIALLY ENRICH THEMSELVES BY THEIR ACTIVITIES AND DID NOT
THREATEN;= JUDICIAL AND REGULATORY OFFICERS WHO DEALT WITH THEM	 CF +AIDEN 3%# )NITIAL $ECISIONS 2ELEASE .O
 AT  !,* -AR  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWSECGOVLITIGATIONALJDECIDRGMTXT BARRING THE
DEFENDANT FROM ASSOCIATING WITH ANY BROKER OR DEALER DUE TO HIS LACK OF HONESTY IN SECURITIES ACTIVITIES	
 3AYEGH  3%#    	 RECONSIDERATION GRANTED  3%#  	
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# !PPLICATION OF THE 3TANDARDS FOR #OLLATERAL "ARS
)N "LINDER THE #OMMISSION LAID OUT THREE PRONGS TO DETERMINE IF A COLLATERAL BAR IS
NECESSARY TO PROTECT THE PUBLIC INTEREST 4HE MISCONDUCT MUST 	 FLOW ACROSS
SECURITIES PROFESSIONS AND 	 POSE A RISK OF HARM TO THE INVESTING PUBLIC
-OREOVER 	 THE EGREGIOUSNESS OF THE CONDUCT IS ALSO A FACTOR
4HE #OMMISSIONS OPINION DID NOT SUBSTANTIALLY EXPLAIN HOW ALL THREE PRONGS
WERE TO BE SATISFIED INSTEAD TREATING THEM AS CONSIDERATIONS TO APPLY TO THE FACTS OF
THE CASE
"LINDER REPEATEDLY VIOLATED THE FEDERAL SECURITIES LAWS AND IN THE PROCESS
CAUSED GREAT HARM TO INVESTORS     !MONG OTHER THINGS "LINDER USED
"LINDER 2OBINSON TO ORCHESTRATE MAJOR FRAUDS AND MANIPULATIONS AS WELL AS
REGISTRATION DISCLOSURE AND PRICING VIOLATIONS (E LASHED OUT n BOTH
FIGURATIVELY AND LITERALLY n AGAINST THOSE WHO SOUGHT TO BRING HIM TO JUSTICE
(IS SCHEMES RESULTED IN SUBSTANTIAL ENRICHMENT TO "LINDER AT THE EXPENSE OF
THE INVESTING PUBLIC 4HE RECORD ALSO SUGGESTS THAT "LINDER MADE ATTEMPTS TO
MOVE FUNDS OVERSEAS TO FOREIGN BUSINESS OPERATIONS 4HE SUM OF "LINDERS
ACTIONS AND HIS FUNDAMENTAL LACK OF APPRECIATION OF THE SERIOUSNESS OF HIS
MISCONDUCT PERSUADE US THAT IT IS LIKELY THAT "LINDER WILL CONTINUE IF
ALLOWED TO COMMIT FURTHER SECURITIES LAW VIOLATIONS
)N 3AYEH THE #OMMISSION CONFIRMED THE FACTORS FROM "LINDER AND OFFERED A BIT
MORE EXPLANATION &IRST THE #OMMISSION FOUND 3AYEHS CONDUCT TO BE EGREGIOUS
BECAUSE HE GENERATED AND PARTICIPATED IN A SCHEME TO KEEP THE PRICE OF DEPOSITORY
RECEIPTS ARTIFICIALLY HIGH FOR SEVENTEEN MONTHS AND HE REFUSED TO ACKNOWLEDGE THE
SIGNIFICANCE OF HIS MISCONDUCT 3ECOND THE #OMMISSION FOUND THAT A SEVENTEEN
MONTH MANIPULATION OF SECURITIES hENVINCE;S= THE TYPE OF CONDUCT THAT @FLOWS ACROSS
THE SECURITIES INDUSTRYv &INALLY THE #OMMISSION FOUND THAT AS A SECURITIES
PROFESSIONAL 3AYEHS DISREGARD FOR THE SECURITIES LAW CAN INFLICT HARM ON INVESTORS
AND POSES A RISK NO MATTER WHAT SECTOR OF THE INDUSTRY HE PRACTICES
4HE OPINIONS IN "LINDER AND 3AYEH PROVIDE THE BEST GUIDANCE SO FAR ARTICULATED BY
THE #OMMISSION AS TO HOW TO APPLY THE THREE PRONGS TO DIFFERENT FACTS )N BOTH CASES
THOUGH THE THREE PRONGS SEEM TO BE USED AS GUIDANCE AS TO WHETHER COLLATERAL BARS
ARE NECESSARY TO PROTECT THE PUBLIC INTEREST
 )N RE "LINDER  3%#   	
 )D
 )D
 )D AT 
 3AYEGH  3%# AT  	
 )D
 )D AT 
 )D
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$ *USTIFICATION FOR !UTHORITY TO )NVOKE #OLLATERAL "ARS
)N "LINDER THE #OMMISSION REASONED WHY IT HAD THE AUTHORITY TO INVOKE COLLATERAL
BARS &IRST IT LOOKED AT THE WORDING OF B		 AND CONCLUDED THAT THE hPLACE
LIMITATIONSv PHRASE GAVE IT hADDITIONAL FLEXIBILITY TO IMPOSE SANCTIONSv 3ECOND
THE #OMMISSION CONCLUDED THAT COLLATERAL BARS COMPORTED WITH #ONGRESSS INTENT IN
ADDING hPLACE LIMITATIONSv TO B		 4HIRD IMPOSING COLLATERAL BARS BASED ON
THE hPLACE LIMITATIONSv LANGUAGE FURTHERS THE PURPOSES OF THE SECURITIES LAW AND IS
SUPPORTED BY THE 3UPREME #OURTS OBSERVATION THAT SECURITIES LAWS SHOULD BE
CONSTRUED FLEXIBLY TO EFFECTUATE THEIR PURPOSE &INALLY THE #OMMISSION JUSTIFIED
COLLATERAL BARS AS PRECLUDING hTHE CREATION OF A SERIOUS REGULATORY GAPv 4HE
#OMMISSION REASONED THAT INVESTORS WOULD NOT BE PROTECTED IF IT HAD TO WAIT UNTIL
SOMEONE WITH A BROKERDEALER BAR APPLIED TO BE AN INVESTMENT ADVISOR BEFORE THE
#OMMISSION COULD DETERMINE IF THAT ACTIVITY WOULD BE IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST 3UCH
A PERSON COULD LAWFULLY ACT AS AN INVESTMENT ADVISOR IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES
WITHOUT REGISTERING OR NOTIFYING THE #OMMISSION
0RIOR TO THE $# #IRCUITS DECISION IN 4EICHER V 3%# THE #OMMISSION HAD
DEVELOPED AND UTILIZED A SET OF STANDARDS TO GUIDE THE IMPOSITION OF COLLATERAL
BARS #OLLATERAL BARS COULD BE IMPOSED TO PROTECT THE PUBLIC INTEREST 4O
DETERMINE IF THIS INTEREST NEEDED TO BE PROTECTED THROUGH THE USE OF COLLATERAL BARS
THE #OMMISSION EVALUATED WHETHER THE MISCONDUCT 	 hFLOWS ACROSSv THE SECURITIES
PROFESSIONS 	 hPOSES A RISK OF HARM TO THE INVESTING PUBLICv AND 	 IS EGREGIOUS
ENOUGH TO NEED A COMPREHENSIVE RESPONSE TO PROTECT THE PUBLIC INTEREST
CONCLUSION 
/N &EBRUARY   3ECURITIES AND %XCHANGE #OMMISSIONER +ATHLEEN , #ASEY
ADDRESSED THE 0RACTISING ,AW )NSTITUTE AND SPOKE AT LENGTH ABOUT THE COLLATERAL BARS
OF SECTION  OF $ODD&RANK ,ESS THEN TWO MONTHS LATER THE #OMMISSIONS
$IRECTOR OF %NFORCEMENT 2OBERT +HUZAMI SPECIFICALLY HIGHLIGHTED THE NEW
COLLATERAL BAR AUTHORITY FOR THE IMPACT IT WOULD HAVE ON %NFORCEMENTS PROGRAM
 "LINDER  3%#   	
!S BOTH OF THESE SPEECHES INDICATED THE COLLATERAL BARS AUTHORIZED BY $ODD&RANK
 )D AT 
 )D AT 
 )D AT 
 )D AT 
 )D AT 
 )D AT 
 3EE ID AT  EXPLAINING SITUATIONS WHEN COLLATERAL BARS SHOULD BE IMPOSED	
 )D
 )D
 3EE GENERALLY #ASEY SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 2OBERT +HUZAMI 2EMARKS AT 3)&-!S #OMPLIANCE AND ,EGAL 3OCIETY !NNUAL 3EMINAR AT  -AR 
	 HTTPWWWSECGOVNEWSSPEECHSPCHRKHTM LAST VISITED &EB  	
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PROVIDE A POWERFUL NEW WEAPON FOR THE #OMMISSION BUT ALSO COME WITH HIGH
LITIGATION RISK AS THE #OMMISSION BEGINS TO IMPLEMENT THEM
"ECAUSE SECTION  OF $ODD&RANK USES AN hORv WHEN CODIFYING THESE NEW
COLLATERAL BARS THE #OMMISSION SHOULD HAVE THE ABILITY TO PICK AND CHOOSE WHICH
BARS TO IMPLEMENT DEPENDING ON INDIVIDUAL CASES
4HE #OMMISSION
WILL SOON FACE THREE MAIN ISSUES INVOLVING THESE BARS 	 WHETHER TO IMPLEMENT THE
NEWLY AUTHORIZED BARS AS ONE ALLENCOMPASSING BAR OR AS SELECTED INDIVIDUAL BARS 	
WHETHER THE COLLATERAL BARS CAN BE APPLIED TO PAST SECURITIES LAW VIOLATIONS AND 	
WHAT STANDARDS TO USE WHEN DETERMINING TO IMPLEMENT THE COLLATERAL BARS

2EGARDLESS OF THE #OMMISSIONS POLICY IT SHOULD BE ABLE TO SUCCESSFULLY APPLY
THESE BARS TO PAST BAD ACTS BY ARGUING THAT SUCH BARS ARE PROSPECTIVE RELIEF AND NOT
IMPERMISSIBLY RETROACTIVE #OURTS HAVE ESTABLISHED TWO LINES OF REASONING BASED ON
,ANDGRAF V 53) &ILM 0RODUCTS ABOUT WHETHER CERTAIN STATUTES CONSTITUTE PERMISSIBLE
PROSPECTIVE RELIEF 	 LIMITED PROSPECTIVE RELIEF AND 	 PERMISSIVE PROSPECTIVE
RELIEF
4HE ABILITY TO PICK AND CHOOSE
WHICH BARS TO IMPLEMENT WOULD GIVE %NFORCEMENT LAWYERS MORE CHIPS WITH WHICH
TO NEGOTIATE A SETTLEMENT (OWEVER IMPLEMENTING SECTION  AS ONE ALL
ENCOMPASSING BAR WILL PROVIDE BRIGHTLINE GUIDANCE TO BOTH %NFORCEMENT LAWYERS
AND POTENTIAL VIOLATORS OF SECURITIES LAW AS TO WHAT THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH
VIOLATIONS WILL BE "ASED ON THE TEXT OF SECTION  IT IS UP TO THE #OMMISSION TO
DETERMINE HOW TO BEST IMPLEMENT THESE COLLATERAL BARS

&INALLY IN 3TEADMAN V 3%# THE &IFTH #IRCUIT LAID OUT SIX FACTORS IT USED TO
DETERMINE WHETHER A SANCTION WAS INTENDED TO PROTECT THE PUBLIC RATHER THAN PUNISH
THE OFFENDER
5NDER BOTH LINES OF REASONING SECTION  OF $ODD&RANK QUALIFIES AS
PROSPECTIVE RELIEF AND THEREFORE SHOULD BE APPLICABLE TO PAST CONDUCT
 4HE #OMMISSION SUBSEQUENTLY ESTABLISHED THREE MAIN
CONSIDERATIONS TO DETERMINE WHETHER TO IMPLEMENT COLLATERAL BARS PRIOR TO THE
PASSAGE OF $ODD&RANK WHETHER THE MISCONDUCT 	 hFLOWS ACROSSv THE SECURITIES
PROFESSIONS 	 POSES A RISK OF HARM TO THE INVESTING PUBLIC AND 	 IS EGREGIOUS
ENOUGH TO NEED A COMPREHENSIVE RESPONSE TO PROTECT THE PUBLIC INTEREST )F THE
#OMMISSION CONTINUES TO USE THIS TEST IN DETERMINING WHETHER IT SHOULD IMPLEMENT
THE COLLATERAL BARS OF SECTION  IT WILL HAVE SUCCEEDED IN CREATING A POLICY ON
WHICH %NFORCEMENT LAWYERS AND PROFESSIONALS IN THE REGULATED SECURITIES INDUSTRIES
CAN RELY 4HIS POLICY WILL GREATLY REDUCE THE LITIGATION RISK THE #OMMISSION WOULD
OTHERWISE FACE WHEN THESE COLLATERAL BARS ARE CHALLENGED IN FEDERAL COURT WHICH THEY
INEVITABLY WILL BE
 )D SEE ALSO #ASEY SUPRA NOTE  AT n
 3EE SUPRA 0ART )$
 3EE SUPRA 0ART ))!
 3TEADMAN V 3%#  &D   TH #IR 	
 "LINDER  3%#   	
